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This paper studies the asymptotic expansions of spherical functions on 
symmetric spaces and Fourier transform of rapidly decreasing functions of Lp 
type (0 < p Q 2) on these spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Summary of Results 
Let G/K be a symmetric space of noncompact type, G being a connected 
semisimple Lie group with finite center and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
After Harish-Chandra’s Schwartz space Y?(G), Eguchi and Okamoto [6] intro- 
duced the Schwartz space %?(G/K) on the symmetric space G/K. This space is 
also one of the family of the whole spaces P’(G/K). We discuss the Fourier 
transform for functions in @‘(G/K). 
Let G = KAN be an Iwasawa decomposition, a* the dual space to the Lie 
algebra a of A, and M the centralizer of A in K. Let 0 < p < 2 and put E = 
2/p - 1. If f E %‘p(G/K), then its Fourier transform J is a Cm function on 
K/M x a* with a growth condition and a property of symmetry and extend& 
holomorphically to the interior of a tubular domain 5’ of a$ with respect to 
the second component. Let g(K/M x 5’) be the space of the functions which 
have those properties as mentioned above. Our main result is that the image of 
W(G/K) by the Fourier transform is Z?(K/M x SE). In order to prove the 
surjectivity we need to know that the “wave packets” satisfy the growth condi- 
tion. Though this is proved by Eguchi and Kowata [SJ in real rank 1 case using 
Harish-Chandra’s series expansion of Eisenstein integrals, one cannot use it in 
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the general case, because the expansion is valid in the Weyl chamber but not 
on the walls of the Weyl chamber. On the other hand, Trombi and Varadarajan 
[13a] obtained series expansions of elementary spherical functions by means 
of the classical Cauchy-Picard-Lipschitz iteration scheme. The most essential 
fact for carrying out their method is that the eigenvalues of the operator r(h : H) 
(for a definition, see [13a, p. 2561 and Section 2 in this paper) are all pure 
imaginary. Since, in our case, we realize that the same phenomenon happens, 
we can apply their method and get the same kind of series expansions for 
Eisenstein integrals of (7, I)-type. (See Theorem 2.10.3.) The expansions are 
uniform with respect to 7. 
Also, in the general (or , T,)-type case, if the eigenvalues of the corresponding 
operator are all pure imaginary, we can get series expansions of the Eisenstein 
integrals in a similar fashion. But this case will be discussed with more general 
cases in another paper. 
In Section 3 we study the Fourier transform of smooth functions on compact 
homogeneous space. Sugiura’s result [ 1 l] can be generalized to the compact 
group, which is not necessarily connected. We use this result in Section 4. 
Making use of the expansion theorem of the Eisenstein integrals, we obtain 
the main theorem (Theorem 4.8.1) which characterizes the image of @‘(G/K) 
(0 <p < 2) by the Fourier transform. So a proof of the main theorem of 
Eguchi and Okamoto [6] is given simultaneously. 
Many of the results are proved by a slight modification of the proof of the 
corresponding results in [13a]. In that case we do not repeat the arguments. 
The spherical Fourier transforms of the subspaces Yp(G) of all functions 
in @(G/K) which are also invariant under left K-action were studied by 
Ehrenpreis and Mautner [7] in the G = SL(2, R) case, by Helgason [lob] for 
the case when G is complex or of real rank 1 and p = 1. Also, Trombi [ 121 and 
Trombi and Varadarajan [13a] determined the image of 9p(G) for 0 < p < 2, 
the former for the case of real rank 1 and the latter for the general case, respec- 
tively. Eguchi and Kowata [5] characterized the Fourier image of @‘(G/K) 
in the real rank 1 case. For p = 2, Harish-Chandra [9a, b] and Eguchi and 
Okamoto [6] characterized the image of X2(G) and V2(G/K), respectively. 
Moreover, in [9e-g] Harish-Chandra investigated the Schwartz functions of 
K-finite type and obtained the Plancherel measure on reductive real semisimple 
Lie groups. By these results it is now easy to characterize the image of the space 
of Schwartz functions of K-finite type. Arthur [la-c] and Eguchi [3a, b] gave 
the characterization of the image of g2(G) by the Fourier transform; [la] 
discussed semisimple Lie groups of real rank one, [3a, b] the case when G had 
only one conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups, and [lb, c] general reductive 
real Lie groups. 
The author would like to acknowledge his great indebtedness to Professor 
Harish-Chandra. He learned a great deal from Harish-Chandra’s lectures 
([9e-g]) in the 19741975 academic year at the Institute for Advanced Study. 
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Also he would like to record his gratitude to the administration of the Institute 
for Advanced Study at Princeton, N. J., for their hospitality during 1974-1976. 
1.2. Assumption on G 
We use the standard notation Z, R, and C for the ring of integers, the field 
of real numbers, and the field of complex numbers, respectively. Let R, denote 
the set of nonnegative real numbers and Z, = R, n Z. 
If V is a vector space over R, V, denotes its complexification. Lie groups will 
be denoted by Latin capital letters and their Lie algebras by corresponding 
lower-case German letters. Let GO denote the connected component of the 
unit element of G. We denote by G, the analytic subgroup of G whose Lie 
algebra is gi = [g, g]. Let G, be the connected complex adjoint group of gc . 
A Lie group G with Lie algebra g is called of class 2 if G satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) g is reductive and Ad(G) C G, . 
(2) The center of G, is finite. 
(3) [G : Go] < 00. 
In the sequel, we assume that G is a Lie group of class &‘. 
1.3. Notation 
Fix a compact subgroup K of G such that K n Go is a maximal compact 
subgroup of Go and K meets every connected component of G (see [9e, p. 1061). 
Let 0 be the Cartan involution corresponding to K and let 5 = (X: XE g, 
19x = -X}. Fix once and for all a real symmetric bilinear form B on g such 
that (1) B(BX, 0Y) = B(X, Y) (X, YE g), (2) B([X, Y], 2) + B(Y, [X, Z]) = 0 
(X, Y, 2 E g), (3) the quadratic form ] X I2 = -B(X, 0X) (X E g) is positive 
definite on g. Then g becomes a real Hilbert space by the scalar product 
(X, Y) = --B(X, 0Y) (X, YE 9). In the usual manner we consider gc as a 
complex Hilbert space. The Hermitian norm on gc is also denoted by 1 . 1. 
Let G = KAN (resp. g = I + a + n) b e an Iwasawa decomposition of G 
(resp. g), where I, a, n are the Lie algebras of K, A, and N, respectively. We 
assume a C 5. Let d be the set of all roots of (g, a). For any (Y E d, let ga be the 
corresponding root space. Let df be the set of all positive roots with respect 
to a certain order such that n = Coed+ go1 . Let Y = (01~ ,..., c+) be the set of 
simple roots in A+ (d = dim a). For x E G, K(X) E: K, H(x) E a, n(x) EN are 
defined by the equation x = K(x) exp H(x) n(x). We write log for the map of A 
onto a which inverts exp: a -+ A. Let M’ and ik2 (resp. m) be the normalizer 
and the centralizer of A in K (resp. f), respectively. Then M is a normal sub- 
group of M’. The quotient group !IB = M’IM is the restricted Weyl group 
and acts on a, , the dual space a* of a, and on a: = 5 in the obvious way. 
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We put & = a* and & = d-1 a*. For h E 3, An and A, are defined by 
h = ha + hI(hR E 3s , XI E &). We write a’ for the set of all HE a where no 
root in 2 vanishes, and a+ for the chamber where all CI E Z take positive values. 
Put A+ = exp a+. Then G = KCZ(A+)K, Cl denoting closure. Let p be the 
linear functional on a defined by p(H) = (l/2) Tr(ad H)n (HE a), Tr denoting 
the trace and the suffix denoting restriction to n. 
Fix a Cartan subalgebra b of m. Then Ij = b + a is a O-stable Cartan sub- 
algebra of g. Choose any ordering on a* such that each (Y E Z is positive. The 
form (., .> is nonsingular on a, x a,, for any subspace a, of a; so, for any real 
linear functional p on a,, there is a unique element H, E a, such that (H, , H) = 
CL(H) W E 4. 
Let F & Y and let aF be the set of common zeros of members of F in a. Write 
ntlF for the centralizer of aF in g, ntF for the orthogonal complement of aF 
In ml, , and A, for the roots of (mlF , a); we put AF+- = A+ n A,. If ttF = 
2664+,‘4~+ SLY  then pi = mF + aF + nF is a O-stable parabolic subalgebra, 
distinct from g, of g. Let 6 denote the universal enveloping algebra of gc ; 
52, ‘3, 21F, 9X,,, andIMZ, are the subalgebras of6 generated by (I, I), (1, a), (I, a,), 
(1, inIF), and (1, mu), respectively. We put *aF = in, n n, *itF = it n tttF , 
A, = exp nF ) *A, = exp *aF , and NF = exp nF . We put also for HE a, 
pF(H) = (112) Tr(ad H) I nF , /JF(H) = (l/2) Wad H) / *ttF , PF(H) = min,,,s,F 
a(H). Then p = PF + ,oF, PF 1 aF = 0, ,OF / *aF = 0. Let 
aF+ = {H: HE aF , /3F(H) > 0}, A,+ = exp oFi-. 
Let MI, denote the centralizer of aF in G, and define MF as the intersection 
of the kernels of the homomorphisms of MrF into the multiplicative group R, . 
Then PF = MFA,NF is a parabolic subgroup corresponding to pF . Put K, = 
K n MF and let B, and 0, denote the restrictions of B and B on mF , respectively. 
Then it is known that KF is a maximal compact subgroup of n/r, and that 
(MF , KF , OF, BF) satisfies the corresponding assumptions to those (I), (2), 
and (3) which we have made on (G, K, 0, B) (see [9e, Lemma 4.91). We write d, 
for the homomorphism of MIF into the positive reals given by 
dF(man) = eDF(loga) (WZ E MF , a E AF , n E Np). 
Let 3” and 0 be the fundamental spherical functions defined as in [SC]. We 
denote by SF the corresponding 9 spherical function on MF , and extend it to 
M,, by setting EF(ma) = E,(m) (m E MF , a E AF). 
We define a norm for each unitary representation of K. Let Q be the restriction 
of(,>tofxf.LetX, ,..., X, be a basis for f over R orthonormal with respect 
to Q and put 
Wf = -(X,2 + ... + X,2) E R 
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It is obvious that it , regarded as a differential operator, commutes with both 
left and right translations of K. Let &be the set of equivalent classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of K. Let {T} E & Then I commutes with r(k) 
(k E K) and hence, by Schur’s lemma, T(w~) = C(T) 7(l), where c(7) E C. However 
T(XJ (1 < i < r) are obviously skew-adjoint operators. Hence, C(T) is real and 
c(7) 3 0. We put 
17 I2 = c(T), TEfi: 
It is known [l 1, Theorem 21 that for any X E f, there exist constants C, , s > 0 
such that 
1 T(X)1 < c,r / +- . (1.3.1) 
As usual we identify (li with the algebra of left-invariant differential operators 
on G. It is also known that there exists an anti isomorphism c from 6 with the 
algebra of right-invariant differential operators on G. If f is a function on G 
and g, g’ E 8, then we write 
1.4. Normalixation of Measures 
The Killing form induces Euclidean measures on A and & ; multiplying 
these by the factor (27r)--(l/z)d we obtain invariant measures da and dh on A and 
5 1, respectively, such that for each f~ Y(A), Y(A) denoting the Schwartz 
space on A, the following equalities, 
f*(X) = IAf(a) e-A(l”ga) da (X E sI), 
f(a) = jBIf*(h) eA(lOg*f dX (a E A), (1.4.2) 
hold without any multiplicative constants. 
We normalize the Haar measures dk and dm on the compact groups K and M, 
respectively, so that the total measures are one, respectively. Then there exists 
a unique K-invariant measure dkM such that for any continuous function f on K, 
SRf(k) dk = h,, dkM /Mf(W dm. (1.4.3) 
The Haar measures of the nilpotent groups N and iy = B(N) are normalized 
so that tV(dn) = dfi and the integral of e-2rr(H(A)) with respect to dfi is one. The 
Haar measure dx on G can be normalized so that dx = e2D(loga)dkdadn (x = kan). 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF EISENSTEIN INTEGRALS OF TYPE (T, 1) 
2. I. Preliminaries 
We use the notation of Section 1. The aim of this section is to study the 
behavior at infinity on G of the Eisenstein integral of (7, 1) type, where 7 is a 
unitary representation of K. 
Fix H,, + 0 in CZ(a+). Then there exists a unique subset F $ Y such that the 
centralizer of H,, in g coincides with mlF . We number the ai’s so that 01~ ,..., 01, 
are the simple roots that are > 0 at HO . For any endomorphism T of g, let Ij T j/ 
be its Hilbert space norm. If p is a subspace of g, invariant by both T and its 
adjoint T+, we write 1) T /lP = I/ QT /I, Q being the orthogonal projection on p. 
Let yF(m) = 11 Ad(m-l)IJ,F (m E Mrr) and let M& = {m: m E Ml,, yF(m) < l} 
and M;, = {m: m E Ml, , (Ad(m-l) - Ad(mt)),F is invertible}, X+ being 0(x-‘) 
(x E G). 
Let 
D = {mpl + *.. + mdad : mj EZ+ (j = l,..., d)}, 
L = {mp, + a-* + mpv : mj EZ+ (j = l,..., v)}. 
Let D+ = D\(O), L+ = L\(O). For q = m,q, + .*. + mdad ED, let o(q) = 
ml+ *.‘+rn,. If q E L and HE CZ(a+), it is obvious that q(H) > o(q)fi,(H). 
We write {HI ,..., H,} for the basis of aF dual to (01~ ,..., oi,}. 
Define b,(m) and cF(m) for m E M& by 
b,(m) = (Ad(m-‘) - &(m+)),i , cF(m) = Ad(m-I),, bF(m). 
Let 9s, be the algebra generated (without 1) by the matrix coefficients of b, 
and cF . We denote by YF the algebra generated (without 1) by functions of 
the form rig (rl E mgZ1~ , g E %F>. 
ForanyfunctionfonMr,wedefinefOandfebyfO(m) ==f(m-l)andfe(m) = 
f (e(m)), for m E Ml,. a denotes the algebra generated by the afp and azB , 
where aaB are the matrix entries of the representation m H Ad(m& of MIF 
on nF ; 1 is not included in 6Z as a generator and 6Y is closed under differentiations 
by elements of !lJJrF . Fix an integer r > 1. For any ring 9, let zZ@[~~ be the ring 
of Y x r matrices with entries from 9. .9f11 is identified with 9. Let -E”, be the 
set of r x Y matrix functions L on Ml% with the following property: There 
exist a constant cL > 0, an sL E Z, , and a map q t-t L, of L+ into 0PJ such that 
II L,(m)1 I G ddsL y&d @EM,+,, qEL+), 
(2.1.1) 
L(m exp H) = c e-qtH)Lq(m) (m EM& , HE aF+). 
PeL+ 
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Here I/ . 11 is the matrix norm. The series is absolutely convergent and the map 
Q ++ L, is uniquely determined by L, and moreover for all 4 E Lf 
L&m exp H) = e-g(H)L,(m) (m E M&, HE aF+). (2.1.2) 
The following fact is known (see [13a, Lemma 2.2.21). 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Let r be an integer > 1. Then 9’F] C 9! . Suppose B E Ygl, 
VEfmlP. Then (vB), = vB, on M,, for all q E L-1. Moreover, we can find a 
constant C = C,,, > 0 and k = k,,, > 0 such that fey all m E M& , q E L+, 
II B(m; v)ll < Cr+)(l - &m))PL, 
II B,(m; v)!l < Co(q)” y&4. 
(2.1.3) 
PutfF=mlFnf,s,=m,,ns.Theng=f+e,+tn,=I+eF+6(n,), 
both sums being direct. Let h be the usual symmetrizer map of the symmetric 
algebra S(gJ (over gJ onto 8, and let G’F = h(S(s,)). 
2.2. D$feerential Operators on (7, l)-Spherical Functions 
Let T be a unitary representation of K on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 
V, . Let X E 5 and consider the following operator valued function 
E(T : X : x) = jK T(K(xk)) e(A-p)(H(zk)) dk (x E G) on VT, 
which is called the Eisenstein integral of type (T, 1). Then E is a T-spherical 
function, that is, E(T: h: k,xk,) = T(k,) E(T: h: x). Let Q be the centralizer of 
K in 8. Then E is an eigenfunction for each q E Q. For any a E 6, we can find 
a unique element u, E ?I such that a - u, E nQ + Bf. For any 4 E Q define 
w4q) E ‘i?i by cLgdq) = e”ouq oe-“. Then clgla(q-&d) is known to 
be a homomorphism of Q with kernel Q n Oif = Q n 85, and range I(‘!JB), 
the subalgebra of ‘8 of all m-invariant elements, Then 
E(T: A: x; q) = psla(q)(X) E(T: A: x) (A E 3, x E G). (2.2.1) 
Note that we are regarding elements of VI as polynomial functions on $J in 
the natural fashion. Let !I& be the Weyl group of (mlF, a), and 1(‘$&) the 
subalgebra of !lB,-invariant elements of ‘X Let QF be the centralizer of K, 
in ‘B& . As I@) C I(?IBns,), f or each q E Q, there is a unique q’ = p,,(q) E QF n GF 
such that p,,,,I&,(q)) = pela(q). It is known [9b, p. 5631 that ker&) = Q n Bf 
and that &q1q2) = &7J dqd = cLdqo) tL&d for q1 , qz E Q, both congn-= 
modulo %2J, . 
Let w = [D], wr = I$&], rF = w/wp. We choose s, = 1, s, ,..., slf in !IB 
such that Yl? = UICiCr, s$J& . Let H(m) be the space of m-harmonic elements 
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in CU. Then dim H(m) = w, and we choose a basis y = 1, u, ,..., uw for H(B) 
such that (a) ui are homogeneous, (b) u1 ,..., uTF span H(‘B) n I(‘$lJa,). It is 
known that ur ,..., urF form a free module basis for I(‘%BD,) as an I@B)-module. 
We define vD e GP n 0, by ~m,Fl,,(v,) = uP, 1 <p < yF. For any w E QF 
there exist unique elements qiV E Q n h(S(s)) such that v = CrsiGr, ‘oipO(qi”). 
On the other hand, since ker pm,,la = fPFfnr,, n Q, , it follows from Lemma 12 
of (9a] and relation p ~,,I&&)) = ~dn) that +(d = d? o &) o 6 mod 
fFWF . So by a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 4.5 of [13b] we get 
the following assertion. Fix v E Q and let qs2, (1 < p < rF) be as above. Then 
there exist tjg e fi, vjv E !l.Jl rF , giv E & (1 < j < t) with the following property: 
For arbitrary C”(T, 1)-spherical function pl on G and m E MiF, 
&Z; V 0 dF) = c v(m; Vi 0 dF 0 qi”) 
l<iQF 
+ c g?‘(m) G”) dm; rljw 0 G). (2.2.2) 
l&t 
Also we have that deg(&“) + deg(q)v) < deg(v) (cf. [13b, Lemma 4.3]), where 
deg denotes degree. We put d = maxrs(iG.TF deg(vJ. 
2.3. The DifJeerential Equations and Function @ 
Let v be the Eisenstein integral of type (T, 1). As Harish-Chandra [9c] did, 
we construct a function @ on MIF and get the basic differential equation for @. 
First of all, we summarize Harish-Chandra’s work. As we mentioned in 
Section 2.2, by the results of ChevaIley [2], we can choose homogeneous elements 
241 = l,..., u,~EI((~~S~) so that I(‘&) = C~C~C~~I(!~BU)Z+, and that u1 ,..., u,r 
are linearly independent over quotient field C(l@B)) over I(!XB). We choose 
Vl >“‘, VPF E QF SO that /.L,,,,~ &JJ = u< (1 < i 6 YF). 
We regard each element a E s(a,), the symmetric algebra over a, , as a 
polynomial function on 5. The value of a on h E 5 is deboted by (a, A) or a(h). 
Assume that h E $J is regular (we write this as X E B’), that is, (X, H,) # 0 
for all a: E d-1. Let 1, be the set of all a E 1($B) such that {a, X) = 0 and put 
P&,(G) = QFA . Then Q,Q,, is clearly an ideal in QF . For any ~1 E QF , 
v* denotes the projection of u onto Qp/QFQFA . Then by [gal, Lemma 13, 
v1* ,...> VVF * is a basis of the C-vector space QF/QFQFA . It is convenient to fix a 
Hilbert space H, independent of h, with orthogonal basis {e, ,.,., eVp}. Then for 
each h E 3’ we identify H with the dual space of QF/QFQFA by demanding that 
{e, ,..., erp) be the dual basis to {vf,..., v$J. For each ZI E QF , let r(h : v) be 
the endomorphism of H obtained by the transpose of natural action of QF on 
Q,jQ,Q,, . Let z,:~~ (1 < i, j < TF) be the eIements in Q such that 
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Then the matrix of Z’(h : V) with respect to the above basis is the transpose of 
matrix ((~s~,,(~,:~~), h))l~i,j~TF. Moreover, P(h : .) is a representation of QF . 
By the continuity of the matrix, the endomorphism extends to the whole h E 5. 
The quotient field C(Z(2B,)) on Z(2Bx),) is an extension of degree 7p of the field 
C(Z(‘!IIJ)). Then the trace Trc(l(~n,))Ic(r(~~) is a function from C(Z(mE)) into 
C(Z(‘$B)). We define elements ui in C(Z((213)) by 
Trc(r(~,)),c(it~)~(uiuj) = aji (1 d i, j < YF.1 
(6: = 0 if i + j and Sl = 1). We put m = naPI: Ha , ‘LUG = JjtiExF 29, , where 
2 -_ (01: (Y ~A~+,a$Z/3foranyp~A+},~~=A,ff1C.Weput 
w+ =w/m,, $ =wm+u” 
Then it is known that + E aI. 
Let {sr = 1, sp ,..., s?,> be as in Section 2.2. The following results follow 
from [9a, Lemma 15 and the discussion proceeding it]. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. Assume h E 5’ and put 
f&l) = 1 uk(sih) w+(sih)-l ek (1 < i < TF). (2.3.1) 
l<k+ 
Then the following relations hold: 
w : c) f&v = Gh,plllw~ 4) f&v (u E r;lF, 1 < i < rF) (2.3.2) 
ej = l<l& +d) f,(X) (1 <“i < 7F). (2.3.3) 
. . 
Let Y” = V’, OH. If 
E = t1 Oel + -** + trFOerF (5, >*-.> LYE VT) 
is an arbitrary vector in Y”, define 
For X E s’, we have 
Let F,(h),.. ., FTF(;\) be the projections relative to this decomposition. For S E V”, 
we have 
F,(h)8 = 1 Tj(S~X) t,(E) @f<(h) 
l<JxV 
(2.3.4) 
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It follows that for 1 < i, k < rF , 
t,(F@)E) = c d(Sih) u&i) wU+(s&-l tj 8 
W<rF 
(2.3.5) 
The representation T of K, and the representation P(h : .) of X& both extend 
trivially to V. These extensions are denoted by T and I’(X : .), respectively. 
Fix ‘u E DF. By (2.2.2) we can choose & E R, & E %J1rF , and g$ E YF 
(1 <j<r,, 1 < K < q) such that deg([$) + deg(vyk) < d -I- deg(v) and for 
arbitrary r and m E M& , 
p(m; vvj o dF) = 1 p(m; vi o d, o zuzij) 
l&?F 
t lG$Gqg~O 4%) dm; Gk 0 4). (2.3.6) 
We now define the differential operator Bo7 on P(iVZ~, : V) by setting, for all 
where, for f E C”(M;, : V,) and m E Mi, , 
We put 
&f (ml = c &&4 4%) f Cm; $J- (2.3.8) 
l(k<q 
Then we get the following relation: For ~1 E OF and m E Ml, , 
CD(~ : x : m; v) = r(h : v) @(T : A : m) + @(T : h : m; BUT). (2.3.9) 
As {HI ,..., Hv} is a basis of aF , H, E QF (1 < j < v). Fix 77 E ‘9J& and put 
B&,,,, = TBJ,,, (1 < j < V) and define B&,, (HE aF) so that B;I,, is linear in H. 
Then there exists an integerl, > 1, aw,n E a$ , &, E 9, vu,, E ‘iOZIF , B,,, E P’pl 
(1 < w < L,) such that 
deg(L,,) + dedv,,,) G d + 1 + de&d. 
(2.3.10) 
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In (2.3.9) we put v = H and differentiate it with respect to m. We then get the 
following relation: For h E 5, HE aF , 7 E %XrF , and m E M;, 
@(T : A : m; Hv) = I’(/\ : H) @(T : h : m; 7) + @(T : X : m; Bk,,). (2.3.11) 
Forhe~,mEM,,, tER, HEaF,andvEMrFweput 
@(T : X : m : t : H) = @(T : h : m exp tH), 
@O(T : h : m : t : H) = e-‘r(‘%$, : X : m), 
B&,,(,j : t) = e-tr(A:H) o Bh,, o etr(A:H)a 
Then we get the following result from (2.3.9)-(2.3.11). 
LEMMA 2.3.2. Let A E 3, and let m E MIF, t E R, HE aF be such that 
m exp tH E Mi, . Then, for 7 E ‘3X1, , 
[$ Q(T : A : m exp sH; ?)I,=, 
= r(A : H) @(T : X : m exp tH; 71) + @(T : h : m exp tH; B&,,), 
[$ @O(T : h : m exp sH, 71 : s : H)],=, 
= @“(T : h : m exp tH; Bh,,(h : t) : t : H). (2.3.12) 
2.4. Initial Estimate and the Function 0 
Our object is to know the behavior of @(T : X : m exp sH; 7) when s -+ co, 
using the differential equations of Lemma 2.3.2. In the following discussions it is 
essential that all eigenvalues of r(h : H) are pure imaginary when X E & and 
Hear. 
Let s > 2 be an integer and A, be normed spaces with norms 1 e Ii (1 < i < s). 
Then, for brevity, we put 
la r,...,a,l =(l+la,II)...(l+/a,I,) (aiEAi,l<iis). 
Let 1 E / denote the operator norm of the Eisenstein integral E. The following 
estimate of the Eisenstein integral is known (see, e.g., Arthur [lb, Lemma 5.41). 
For any g, , g, E 0, we can choose constants c = c(g, , ga), co > 0, and b = 
b(g, , gz) > 0 so that 
1 E(T : h : gl ; x; g.& < C 1 7, h lb s(x) ebo’nR’(l+o(n’) 
for any TEK, xE3, xEG. 
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LEMMA 2.4.1. Let 7 E 9X1, . Then there exist constants c > 0, c, > 0, b > 0, 
b,~Osuchtkatforallh~~,u~R,t~0,O#H~Cl(a~),mE:ICZ~~, 
(2.4.1) 
Here jJ A 11 denotes the HiEbert-Schmidt norm of A and I m I = u(m). 
Proof. The first estimate is essentially a corollary to Lemma 19 of [9b]. We 
prove estimate (2.4.2). The following fact is well known: There exist constants 
c6 > 0, d > 0 such that for all h E Cl(A+), 
e-‘(1ogh) < 8(h) < cie-‘(logh)(l + u(h))d, 
e?‘f(logh) < B,(h) < c~e+Foogh)(l + o(h))d. 
Combining these estimates we get 
8(h) d,(h) < c;EF(h)(l + r(h))” (h E Cl(A+)). 
As n/r,, = K,Cl(A+)K, 
d,(m) s(m) < @“,(m)(l + o(m))” (m E M&F). 
Using the relations 
B,(m exp tH) = E,(m) (m E MF, t E R, HE a,), 
cJ(XY) G 44 + U(Y) (x, Y E G)> 
and the estimate of the Eisenstein integral, we get easily (2.4.2). This proves 
the lemma. 
For each positive number 6 > 0 we put 
W) = w x E 5, I ht I < 81. 
Fix HE art. Recall the function yF and the relation 
y&n exp W < y&d e- 
tE&Y) (t 2 0, m E KF). 
So we know that when we fix an m E iVIIF we have m exp tH E Mr$ for enough 
large t. From (2.1.3) it follows that for 3 E P’p1 
I/ 3(m exp tH, V)j/ < O(e- @@)) (m E M& , t > 0, z, E ‘I&). (2.4.3) 
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From (2.3.10) we get the following relation: 
@O(T : A : m exp tH, Bh,,(X : t) : t : H) 
(2.4.4) 
= l<L 
a,,,(H) emtrCAEH)BH,,(m exp tH) T(&,J @(T : X : m exp tH, v,,,). 
.xn 
We choose a 6 > 0 so that PF(H) > co j ha / and 2/3,(H) > rF maxi 1 AR(siH)) 
for h E s(S). From (2.4.2)-(2.4.4) it follows that for h E s(S) 
s c0 t,(m) 1@O(7: A: m exp tH; B&,,(h : t) : t : H)I dt < co, 
where to(m) > 0 is a number such that m exp tH E M& for t > to(m). Lemma 
2.3.2 now implies that the limit 
&I e -tr(n’s)@(~ : h : m exp tH, 7) 
exists for h E B(S), m E MIF, and 77 E 9J&. It is known that this limit is im- 
dependent of H (cf. [SC, Sect. 291). We denote this limit by O(T : X : m; 7) for 
7 = 1 simply by O(T : h : m). The following lemma is a strengthened result of 
[13a, Lemma 2.4.41. 
LEMMA 2.4.2. Let S > 0 be as before. For X E s(S), rnE MIF, v ED~, 
H E a, , we have the following relations 
O(T : h : m; v) = r(h : v) O(T : h : m), 
@(T : h : m exp H) = er(h’H)@(T : /\ : m), 
@(T : x : klmk2) = T(kl) @(T : h : m) (4 > k, E KF). 
(2.4.5) 
(2.4.6) 
(2.4.7) 
Moreoverfor each 7, thefunction @(T : : .) is analytic on B(S) x MIF andfor any 
TE&F, there exist constants c, > 0 and b, > 0 such thatfor (A, m) E s(S) x M& 
1 @(T : x : m; q)I < c, IT, A, H lb, Z,(m) eco’AR’(l+o(n)). (2.4.8) 
Proof. The first three formulas are well known (cf. [SC, Lemmas 56 and 581). 
The analyticity of the function @(T : . : . ) follows from estimates (2.4.2), (2.4.3) 
and the fact that the functions B&,, and @ in formula (2.4.4) are analytic. 
Now we prove (2.4.8). For X E s(S), m E MC, , and 7 E !JJ&, from (2.3.12) we get 
@(T : h : m; 7)) = lim e- tr(A2f) t-w @(T : x : m exp tH; 7) 
= @(T : /\ : m; 7) + lrn @‘(T : x : m exp tw, BL,,(X : t) : t : H) dt. 
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Using (2.4.1)-(2.4.4), we can find constants c, > 0 and b, > 0 such that the 
last expression is dominated by 
This completes the lemma. 
Nowweputforl <i,j<rF 
ei(T :h : m) = ti(o(T :h : m)) (A E iY(Q m E MIFh (2.4.9) 
Bij(~ : h : m) = ti(Fj(h) O(T : X : m)) (A E S(S) n 5’, m E MIF). (2.4.10) 
By the results mentioned in Section 2.3 ~+(s$)8~~ can be written as a linear 
combination of Bi’s with polynomial coefficients of h. 
2.5. The Sequence ~3,” 
As in [13a], we shall use the classical Cauchy-Picard scheme to set up a sequence 
of approximation to @. It follows from the definition of 0 and Lemma 2.3.2 
that the following integral equation is valid, for all h E s(S), m E M& , HE aF+, 
t 2 0, 
@‘(T : X : m : t : H) = e-tr(A’H)O(T : h : m) 
- s m @O(T : h : m exp t,H, B);,,(X : t + Q : t + tl: H) dt, . 0 
Nowweput@,“(T:X:m:t:H)=e- trcd’a)@(7:X:m)andputforn~Z+(n>0) 
an0(7 : X : m : t : H) 
= t&,O”(~ : X : m : t : H) (2.5.1) 
- I m @zdl(~ : h : m exp t,H, Bh,,(/\ : t + tl) : t + t, : H) dtI . 0 
LEMMA 2.51. The functions On0 (n 3 0) are well defined. For each r, h, t, H, 
they are of class Cm on &I& , while forJixed 7, X, Hand 17 E ‘#I,, , (m, t) w @YT : 
/\:m;r]: t : H) is continuous on M& x [0, co). Given n EZ,. and 7 E !I&, we 
can select a n,s > 0 and a positive locally bounded function A,,, on M& x aF+ 
such that for all X E & , m E M& , HE c++, t, t’ > 0, 
1 Qno(, : X : m exp t’H; 17 : t : H)I < (1 + 1 T I)“n*q 1 A, t, f la*,? A,,,,(m : H). 
(2.5.2) 
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Finally, for any integer n > 1, 7 E %X1,, X, m, t, H as above, 
@‘,“(T : h : m; 7 : t : H) 
= e-tr(A:H)@(T : x : m; 7) 
- 
s 
m cq-,(T : A : m exp t,H; Bh,,(X : t + tl) : t + t, : H) dt, . 
0 (2.5.3) 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.5.11). 
2.6. An Estimate for @ - eWno 
For any integer I > 1 let P, be the vector space spanned by the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree 1 on aFe , and let 
(1 factors). 
Elements of sP5;lpl(‘) will be denoted by B = (B, ,..., B,) (& E Y$+], 1 < i < 1). 
For integers n > 1 and elements 7 E mlF, we define a map P,,, from !I& x 
9y”) x SW to P, , inductively on n, as follows. Let aw,n , B,,, , E,,, , vwSn 
be as in (2.3.10). We define, for v E ‘9X1,, B E Yp1 and 5 E 52, 
(the right side is taken to be 0 when the sum is vacuous). Clearly P,,, has finite 
supportforeach7.Ifn>1,7E~MZ1Fwedefine,forvE~)321F,B=(B1,...,B~)E 
.Yp](“), and 5. = (5, ,. .., [,) E R(n) (ti E Ji), 
P,,,(v : B : 5 : H) 
=- c aw,n - Pn-l,,w,& : 4 ,..., 4 : 4, ,..., 4,), 
lqw~L,.B,,,=B1.E,,,=EI 
(2.6.1) 
once again, the right side is taken to be 0 when the sum is vacuous. It is clear 
that supp P, ,4 is finite for each 7 and that the P,,, are well defined. 
Let Ry’ = {t: t = (tl ,..., t,), ti 3 0 for 1 < i < n}. For any integer n > 1, 
h E 5, HE aF+, t = (tl ,..., t,) E Ry’, t 3 0, B = (B, ,..., B,) E 9’pl(n), and 
g = (El ,.‘., 5%) ES(“) we define P(B : 5 : t : X : m : t : H) to be the product 
1gn e- 
t~r(“*)Bj(m exp(t, + 1-e + tj + t)H) T(&) (2.6.2) 
. 
here, and in the sequel, we use the symbol I&+ ai to denote the ordered 
product a, *.e a, when aj’s are elements of possibly noncommutative algebra. 
Finally, let dt = dt, ... dt, and put de@) = Cl<i<n de&Q 
580/34/= 
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LEMMA 2.6.1. Let n 3 I be an integer and 7 E !& . Then, for all h E & , 
m E n/l,+, HE aF+, t > 0, we have the formulas 
etr(A’H)(@o - c#$-~)(T : A : m exp tH; 7 : t : H) 
= 1 Pn,Jv : B : 5 : H) 
v.B,t 
X 
s 
(,P(B:g:t:X:m:t:H) 
R+” 
x @(T : h : m exp(t, + ... + t, + t)H; v) dt; 
etr(A’H)(@no - @E-&(T : A : m exp tH; 7 : t : H) 
= .F, P&v : B : 5 : H) 
* * 
(2.6.3) 
X 
s 
( ) P(B : 5 : t : A : m : t : H) 
Rf 
x e(t,+“‘+t,+t)r(~:H)O(, . j, . m. v) &. 
- . , (2.6.4) 
HeYe deg(S) + deg(v) < deg(v) + d + 1. 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.6.11). 
Using the last lemma, we can estimate the difference @ - eCDlzo. 
LEMMA 2.6.2. Let n E Z, and 7 E ‘9X,, . Then there are constants C,,, > 0, 
a,,,~OsuchthatforallX~~I,m~M,,,andH~aF+with~,(H)~1, 
1 @(T : h : m exp H; 7) - erCAEHbnO(T : h : m exp H, 7 : 1 : H)( 
< C,,,(l + 1 7 1)““~” ) A, H lanstl (yF(m) ePaP(H))zn+l(l + o(m))” SF(m). 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.7.11). 
(2.6.5) 
2.7. The Integral I, and an Expression for erQno 
By Lemma 2.6.2 we get an approximation erQno of CD. We shall expand 
erGnO into a series with respect to L+. 
Let B E 9’pl. Then for m E M& , HE aF+ we have the expression 
B(m exp H) = c e-‘(“)B,(m); B, E 02”“‘. 
gEL+ 
Let B = (B, ,..., B,) E 9’pl(n) and 5 = (fl ,..., [,) E SF). We define, for 
XE&, ff~am, m E Ml, , t = (tl ,..., tn) E Ry’, and q = (qI ,..., q,J EL+(“), 
P,(T : B : 5 : t : m : H) = n exp -t, 2 e(H) e-tkr(A’H)Bk,gk(m) 7(&), 
W<n j-k 
(2.7.1) 
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where B,,, is the coefficient of e-qtH) in the expansion of B,(m exp H). For 
H’ E aF, the other variables being fixed as above, 
PJT : B : 5 : t : h : m exp H’ : H) = e~cl~~~~~qn~~H’~P~(~ : B : 5 : X : m : H) 
(2.7.2) 
since B,(m exp H) = dH)Bq(m) for 4 EL+. We put, for A E & , HE a$, 
B E 9’p](n), 5 E Atn), q E L-t(%), and m E Ml, , 
Zq(7 : B : 5 : X : m : H) = 
s 
R(“) P&T : B : g : t : h : m : H) e(tl+“‘ft~)r(X’H) dt. 
+ 
(2.7.3) 
It is known that the last integral is absolutely convergent. From (2.1.3) and 
(2.4.1), for fixed v E ‘3JIF , B E Yps;rFl(“), 5 E SVn) such that deg(5) + deg(v) < 
deg(T) + d + 1 one can find constants C = C(V, TZ, B) > 0, s = ~(a, n, B) >, 0 
such that 
1 P,(T : B : g : t : h : m; YJ : H)I 
< C I A, H Inb (1 + I T I)““,” yF(m)2n o(qJ **- o(q,J’ I t, ,..., t, lb 
X exp (2.7.4) 
for all h E & , HE aF+, m E M&. , t E Ry), q E L+(“). 
LEMMA 2.7.1. Let h E & , m E n/r,+, HE aF+, B E 9’pltn). Then 
I 
( ) $I(’ : B : 5 : t : /\ : m : 1 : H) e(tl+-‘+fn)r(h:H) & 
RJ 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.8.11). 
Now combining Lemmas 2.6.1 and 2.7.1 we obtain the following lemma 
(cf. [13a, Lemma 2.8.21). 
LEMMA 2.7.2. Let n EZ+ and 7 E %& . Then for A E & , m E M& , and 
HE aF+, we have 
er(A’H)@no(-r : h : m exp H, 7 : 1 : H) 
= O(T : h : m exp H, 7) + C c Ps,@ : B : 5 : H) 
l(8Qz rm,,x.vp~xst’~~ 
x qEzts) e--(qlt”‘tqa)(H)Ia(T : B : 5 : A : m : H) @(T : h : m exp H; v), 
where Y = yF. 
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From (2.7.2) it is clear that for all H’ E aF , m E MIF , h E $jr , H E aF+, 
I,(T : B : 5 : X : m exp H’ : H) = e--(ul+“‘+Pn)(H’)Ip(~ : B : 5 : X : m : H). (2.7.5) 
From estimates (2.4.1) and (2.7.4) it follows that for fixed n > 1, B E YIFTPlcn) 
we can find constants C = C(n, B) and s = s(n, B) > 0 such that, for all 
X~Sr,m~M,+,,q~L+(~),andH~a~+with~~(H)Zl, 
) I,(T : B : 5 : X : m : H)j < C 1 A, H I(nfl)b (1 + 1 7 l)“n*fl yF(m)2n o(qJ ... o(q,JS. 
(2.7.6) 
The next two lemmas describe the main properties of I, . 
LEMMA 2.7.3. Let BE YosJFl(“), 5 E $Vn), q E L+(“). Then: (i) For $xed 
(A H) E 81 x a,+, m++I,(r:B:~:h:m:H)isofclassCmonM,,andits 
derivatives can be calculated by dzyerentiating under the integral (2.7.3); (ii) fo7’ 
fixed (A, m) E & x MIF and a E 9&, H-I, (r:B:g:h:m;v:H) is an 
analytic function on aF+; (iii) for any HE a$ let 
FjH = {A: h E 3, / Re(sA)(H)( < (1/47,)/3,(H) for all s E ‘113); (2.7.7) 
then for jixed m E MIF and v E ‘9J& , the integral defining I,(T : B : 5 : X : m; 
v : H) exists for all h E &, and is holomorphic therein. 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.8.31). But we note here the following. 
Since the eigenvalues of the matrix I’(h : H’) are the numbers (sib) (H’) 
(1 < i < rF) for X E 3, H’ E aFc , using Lemma 60 of [9a] we know that we can 
select constants c,, > 0, b, > 0 such that for all t E R, A’ E 5, H’ E aFe , 
le 
tr(/\‘:H’) / G ce j t, A’, H’ (b. e2rpltimax,lRe(Si~‘)(H’)I, (2.7.8) 
where 1 <i < rF. In the proof of Lemma 2.8.3 in [13a], the number rF is 
forgotten, and in (2.7.7) in the statement of our lemma, we need the number rF . 
LEMMA 2.7.4. Fix an integer n 3 1, BE Ypl(“), 5 E R(n), q = (ql ,..., q,J E 
L+(“), and write q = q1 + ... + qn . Let & be the set of all f E d for which 
f;(m exp H) = e-4cH) f (m) for all m E MIF , HE aF . Define the polynomial g, 
on 3 x aFe by putting 
g,(X : ff) = n n (six - 4 + qa + ... + qn)(H). (2.7.9) 
l<iA<TF 1<a<n 
Then,givenvE!&, wecanselectf,,...,f,inQI,andr, x r,matricesQ,,...,Q, 
whose entries are polynomials on 3 x aFc such that for all h E 5, m E MIF , 
H E a,+, denoting T(P) = I-&S, T(&), 
g,(h : H)I,,(T : B : E, : h : m; v : H) = T(g) c fi(m) Qi(X : H). (2.7.10) 
lQ<1 
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Moreover, jor$xed (m, H) E M,, x a F+, X I+ I,(B : h : m; v : II) is the restriction 
to & of a ‘1134nvariunt rational junction on 5. 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.8.41) but we note here that ~(6) (f E si) 
commutes with B(m) (B E Yrr 1 F F , m E MIF) and the operator r in (2.6.2). 
2.8. The Matrices Qn, 
Let n > 1 be an integer; 7, v E ‘9JIIF ; q E L+. We then put for X E & , m E MIF , 
HEa,+ 
@yT : v : h : m : H) 
(2.8.1) 
c P,,,(n : B : 5 : H) 1 I,,(7 : B : 5 : X : m : H). 
~~rFlm&+) F asL+(") .Q1+"'+Q,=Q 
Note that the sum over L+cn) in this formula is always finite, and is even vacuous 
if n > o(q), in which case we interpret it as 0. Since, for fixed n, 7, supp P,,, 
is finite, there is a finite set 1uz,,, such that sZp*“)(r : v : * : * : .) = 0 if v $9.11m,,, . 
We have then from Lemma 2.7.2 that for n E Z, , 77 E mlF, h E & , HE a$, 
mEM,+, 
er(A’H)@nO(T : h : m exp.H, 77 : 1 : H) 
= O(T : h : m exp H; 7) (2.8.2) 
+ c c c evg(H)Q~*“)(T : v : h : m : H) O(T : X : m exp H, v). 
1<s<n VEWIFQEL+ 
LEMMA~.~.~. Letn>lbeaninteger,h~~I,m~MIF,H~aF+,H’~a~, 
VE%, t >O, qEL+. Then 
Q$yT : v : h : m : tH) = Q~*‘)(T : v : h : m : H), 
.c$-‘(7 : v : h : m exp H’ : H) = e-*@‘)Q~.“)(7 : v : X : m : H). 
Proof. The first formula comes from the definition of I, and the fact that 
P&v : B : 5 : .) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n on aFC . The second 
follows from relation (2.7.5). 
LEMMA 2.8.2. Let n 2 1 be an integer, 7 E %NIF . Then we can Jind constants 
C = C(n, T), s = s(n, 7) 2 0 such that for all v E 9&, h E & , m E M& , 
q E L+, H E aF+ with pF(H) >, 1 
11 Q~*‘)(T : v : h : m : H)ll < C 1 A, H I(ntl)(a+l)(l + [ T I)““*“yF(rn)?” o(q)s. 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 2.9.21). 
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We define, for any integer tl > 1; 7, v E 9XrF ; IJ E L+, 
QhJ’ = l;<:,, J-p’, f-p = 2 f@.n)* (2.8.3) 
.\ 1<8<00 
It is clear from the definition of Q, (%A that the terms of the second sum above 
are 0 for s > o(q), so that .C2rY’] = s-?%l for n > o(q). 
LEMMA 2.8.3. Let q E L+; 3, v E %X1, . Then, for each m E MIF and HE aF+., 
the entries of the matrix S@](T : v : h : m : H) are 2B-invariant functions which are 
holomorphic on & . Moreover, if we de&e the polynomial h, on 5 x aFc by 
h&h : H) = fl n. (4 - sd + Q’W), (2.8.4) 
lQ&r, q’eL+.q-q’cL 
then we can jkd gi, ,..., giL E ol, , rF x rF matrices Ri, ,..., RiL whose entries are 
polynomials on 3 x aFo and & E R(1 < i < 01) for an OL (0 < 01 < o(q)) such that 
forallhE&,mEMIF, HeaFf 
h,(A : H) Q~‘(T : v : X : m : H) = c c T(.$~) gii(m) R,,(X : H), 
l<isgo: l$?q 
and deg(fJ < d + 1 + deg(q) (1 < i < LX). 
Proof. If q = (ql ,..., q,J E L+cn) is such that q1 + *-. + qn = q, then g, 
divides h, . The lemma follows at once from Lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.7.4. 
2.9. The Function 0, 
For X E 8; , m E MIF , H E aF , v E ‘9X,, , we obtain from Lemma 2.4.2, 
using the projection operators Fi(h), that 
O(T : h : m exp H; v) = 1 e(spA”H’FD(A) O(T : X : m; v). (2.9.1) 
l(P<Tj7 
We define vector functions @$‘;*I and Ogi (1 ,< p < rF) on g; x MI, x aF+ 
as follows: 
O&“(T : A : m : H) = c 52k’“‘(~ : v : X : m : H)F,(h) @(T : X : m; v), 
=%F 
(2.9.2) 
and $,“a is defined by a similar formula with Q$, replacing Qr*nl. Note that the 
sum over !JJI,, is finite and that for n > o(q), a,,, ~9’1 = @g]p . Now we know that 
@&,“I is an analytic function on aF+ for fixed (A, m) E 3; x MIF, and is an 
analytic function on 3; for fixed (m, H) E $!rF x aF+. From Lemma 2.8.1, it is 
obvious that OE$(T : X : m : tH) is independent of t (t > 0), and that 
@[“.“+ . /\ , m exp H’ . H) = efs,~-9)(~‘)@[%nl 
-2.v . . q,p (T : X : m : H) (2.9.3) 
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for all H’ E aF , A, m, H being as above. We note finally that in this notation, 
forhE5;,mEM~F,HEaF+,7E~XnlF, 
er(A%Dno(~ : h : m exp H; 7 : 1 : H) 
= O(T : h : m exp H; 7) (2.9.4) 
+ 1 e-“(H) 1 e(sd)(H)@~;*](T : h : m : H)- . 
qEL+ l<P<Tf 1 
LEMMA 2.9.1. Let n 3 1 be an integer and 7 E ‘i& . Then we can select 
constants C = C(n, 7) and s = s(n, 7) 3 0 so that for h E 8; , m E M& , q E L+, 
1 ~p~r,,andHEa,i-withB,(H)~l 
1 wm+(s,h) O~;“‘(T : h : m : H)j 
< C(1 + I 7 I)“n~m I A, H Is y&)2(1 + +4)” Ed4 oW. 
Proof. It is enough to argue by substituting n(A) bym+(s,h) in the proof of 
Lemma 2.10.1 in [13a]. 
LetqEL+, 1 ~p~r,,and~7E~,.Then,foranyXE5;,mEM~,,itis 
known that BEa{ r : h : m; H) is independent of H E aF+ (cf. [I 3a, Lemma 2.10.31) 
So we write O~;(T : h : m) instead of @$(T : A : m : H). We put O,,,(T : h : m) = 
OEb(T:h:m). Then, for all XE~;, mEMIF, 1 <p<r,, MEL+, ~E!JJ&, 
it is known that 
01’1(7*h.m) = 0 9.9 - . (T-h-m-7) B,D - * 9 
(cf. [13a, Lemma 2.10.41). 
(2.9.5) 
2.10. Asymptotic Expansions for v 
We shall obtain the fundamental asymptotic expansions for q~ For uniformity 
of notation we write O&T : h : m) = F,(h) 0(-r : h : m). Corresponding to 
Lemma 2.11.1 in [13a], we get the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10.1. Let k >, 0 be any integer and 7 E ‘it& . Then we can find 
constants A,,, , ak.n , and r k,tl > 0 such that for all unitary representations r of 
K,XEs;,mEM&,andHEaF+withPF(H)>l, 
1 @(T : h : m exp H; 7) 
- qELsqlik eCqcH) C e(Sp”)(H)Oq,p(7 : h : m; 7)1 
* . l<P<TF 
< A,,,(1 + / 7 I)““*” 1 h, H 17L,v yF(m)‘(l + o(m))” EF(m) eF(k+1)8F(H). 
This lemma follows from Lemma 2.6.2 and (2.9.4). 
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For eachp (1 < p < yF) let 6, be the linear space of all functions on & x MI, 
of the form (A, m) I-+ &F,(h) O(T : h : m; V) = O,,(T : h : m; V) (w E ‘9X,, , 1 < 
i < I~). (For a definition of ti and eia see Sections 2.3, 2.4.) For any q E L+ let 
G,,, be the linear space spanned by all functions on 3; x MIF of the form 
(A, m) ++g(m)@,(h) O(T : h : m; u) (g E I?&, 21 E %I&, , 1 < i < yF ; see Lemma 
2.7.4 for definition of 6&). It is clear that 
f(h : m exp H) = e(+)(*)f(A : m), 
g(h : m exp H) = f~(~~~-‘)(~)g(h : m),
(2.10.1) 
LEMMA 2.10.2. Fix i7 E aF+. For q E L +, let uq be the !&invariant polynomial 
on 3 defined by u,(h) = I-J som h,(sh : f7), h, being as in (2.8.4). Then there is an 
Q, > 0 such that inf,,s(,,) I u,(h)I > 0 for each q E L+, where g(q,) = {A : A E 5, 
1 AR 1 < co}; in particular, l/u* is holomorphic on g(~,) for each q E L+. Moreover, 
we can select elements &E R(1 < i < a), O,,,,i,j E Gq,p such that one has for all 
(A, m) E 8; x MIF, q E L+, 1 <.j, P d yF , 
$(@,,,(T : h : m)) = @,,,(T : x : m)j = u&)-l c T(ti) e,,,,i,j(T : h : m). 
l<iS$ 
(2.10.2) 
Moreover, thefunctions (A, m) ~-+w+(s,h) S&T : h : m)j extend to analyticfunctions 
ofl 51 x MIF . 
Proof. Choose l t, so that $J(q,) C ga, where jja is as in (2.7.7). Since 
I(sih - Sjh f q’)(R)1 > &SF@) for 1 < i, j < rF, q’ EL+, and x E 5~) the 
assertion concerning up follows immediately. Fix q E L+. It follows from Lemma 
2.8.3 that for each w E ‘%XrF, one can find an integer a, > 1, fr E R (1 < i < a), 
functions g*:ijZ:fl E Oc, , and polynomial ~~~~~~~~ on 5 such that 
uq@) Gq:,z(T : 5-l :h : m : H> 7 c 1 7th) gwz:e(m) Yv:i,z:e(h) 
k$l;a,1<i<e 
(2.10.3) 
for 1 < j, 1 & yF , (A, m) E sr x MI, , where Ggn,:,, are the (j, 1) matrix coefficients 
of Sz, . We may obviously assume that the ~~~~~~~~ are B&invariant. So we can 
find [v:ijz:B E QF such that ~mIpl~(5v:ifz:~) = ~,,:~jz:B . Substituting this in the 
following formula 
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we get the required result for @,,,(T : * : *)i, where Op,D,i,j is defined for (A, m) E 
51 x M,F by 
Since each function in 6& is analytic, in view of Lemma 2.3.1, our lemma 
follows. 
We put 
#,,,(T : A : m) = O,,,(T : h : m), (2.10.5) 
for (A, m) E ‘& x M,, . For the unification of notation we write I+$,, = 81,P 
(1 < p < rF) and u,(h) = 1 for 0 E L. (See (2.4.10) for B,,j .) 
The following is the result of this chapter. 
THEOREM 2.10.3. Let G,,, and u&q E L+) be as in Lemma 2.10.2. Then there 
are elements 6,,,,i E 6 ,,,,&EA(~ Gi=$or)suchthatforaZZ(X,m)E& x MIF, 
p E L, and 1 <p < yF , &(i~~ T(~J S,,,,<(r : J. : m) = u&l) ifi,,,(r : h : m) hold. 
In particular, # satisfies &,(T : X : m exp H) = e(8~~-*)W,&4)(~ : h : m)for each q. 
Let k > 0 be an integer and 7 E ‘3JllF . Then we can find constants A,,, , Q*,~ 
and Y k,rl > 0 such that for all h E 3; , m E M& , and HE a,+ with pF(H) > 1, 
p)(~ : h : m exp H; 77 0 dF) - c e(s~A)(H)&,,9(~ : h : m; r)) 
l<%Q? 
< A&l + 1 7 I>““,” 1h, H ]r’*n yp(m)‘(l + o(m))” EP(m) eC@+‘)epCH). 
(2.106) 
Proof. Excepting (2.10.6) the other statements have already been proved. 
Since / t,u 1 < 1 u 1 for any u E V, (2.10.6) follows from Lemma 2.10.1. 
Remark. In (2.10.2), deg(&) < d + 1 for all 1 < i < 01. 
2.11. An Explicit Expression of Bt,, 
We use the notation in Section 2.4. We shall get an explicit expression of 
functions Bi,, using the Eisenstein integral corresponding to MF and c, C- 
functions. 
We first review Harish-Chandra’s c- and C-functions. Let V,M be the subspace 
spaned by r(M)-fixed vectors in V, - Then for each s E ‘$B there exists a certain 
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meromorphic function Cr(s : .) on $J with values in Hom(Vr”, Vr”) such that 
for X E gf 
lim 8Poga)E(, : A : fz) - C C7(s : A) eshuosa) = 0, a-roa Sal 
where the limit is taken so that (1) 0 a + cc (2) we can choose E > 0 such that ( ) 
inf,,, ffflog a) 2 co(u). Let +JX) = JK e(++~)(H(~kW (A E 5). Then there exists 
a certain meromorphic function c(v) on 5 such that for h E 8; 
lim 1 e0uoga)q5n(a) - SFB c(A) eshuoga) 1 = 0; 
a-SC0 
here the limit is taken as above. Then it is known (Harish-Chandra [9g], also 
Helgason [lOc, Theorem 6.61) that for any s E !IB, X E $J’, 
CT(srl: sh) c7(s-l: -ii)* = c(h) c(--/\)I on VTrM, (2.11.1) 
where the asterisk denotes adjoint and I denotes the identity operator in Horn 
(VT”, VyM). 
Now Theorem 2.10.3 tells us that for (A, m) E 3; x M& , 
lim dF(m exp H) E(T : h : m exp H) - 1 
WWF 
e(s~A)(H)#o,9(~ : h : m) 1 = 0, 
where the limit is taken so that (1) HE a,+, 1 H 1 -+ cc and (2) we can choose 
E > 0 such that infuEYY\r u(H) > j H I. Let EF and cr be the Eisenstein integral 
and the c-function associated to ME , respectively. For h E 5, we denote the 
projection of h into (a,,)* by *A. Then we get the following result from [lc, 
Corollary 5.31. 
LEMMA 2.11.1. Let m E MF , h E iJ’, and HE aF . Then the following relation 
holds: 
Ba,p(m exp H) = EF(7 : *(soA) : m) cF(*(spA))-l cI(sB : A) u,(s,X) e(SpA’(H), 
on V,M, where q’s are defined as in Section 2.3. 
Following [9d], we introduce function c7O defined by 
cys : A) = C’(s : A) c(h)-1 
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3. FOURIER SERIES OF SMOOTH FUNCTIONS ON 
COMPACT HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
3. I. Summary 
In this section we give a characterization of the image of the space of smooth 
functions by the Fourier transform on compact homogeneous paces. 
In his paper Sugiura [ll] obtained the corresponding result for the space of 
smooth functions on a compact connected Lie group. We generalize this result 
to a form suitable (we can omit the connectedness of the group) for our purpose 
in Section 4. 
3.2. The Fourier Expansion of a Smooth Function 
Let E be a compact Lie group, F a closed subgroup of E, dx the normalized 
Haar measure on E so that SE dx = 1. Let I? be the set of all equivalence classes 
of irreducible unitary representations of E. We denote by l?(F) the subset of the 
equivalence classes in I? which are class 1 with respect to F. We choose, once 
and for all, an irreducible unitary representation from each equivalence class 
and, by writing 7 E I?, we mean T to be such a chosen representation. The 
representation space and the dimension of 7 E Z? are denoted by V, and d(T), 
respectively. 
Let f E C”(E/F) and regard it as a Cm function on E which is invariant under 
right F-action. Define the Fourier transform Pf = f of f by 
f(~) = s, f (x) ‘(x-l) dx (T E l?). (3.2.1) 
Then we have, as is proved easily by using the “orthogonality relation,” that 
p(r) = 0 if 7 is not class 1 with respect to F. 
Now we topologize the space Cm(E/F) of all complex valued Cm functions on 
the homogeneous pace E/F by the family of seminorms 
PLdf) = TZ I Uf (x)1, UE8, (3.2.2) 
where 8, is the universal enveloping algebra of e, . Then Cm(E/F) is a FrCchet 
space by this topology. Let L@(F)) be th e s p ace of operator valued functions pl 
on the set l?(F) which satisfy the following two conditions: (1) T(T) E Hom( V, , V,) 
for each 7 E l? and ~(7) = 0 for 7 E I!?\&F). (2) 9 is a rapidly decreasing function; 
that is, 
4dT) = 7s;P,(l + I 7 I)” I ddl < co (3.2.3) 
for all k EZ+ . Here 1 7 / is defined as in Section 1.3. 
The vector space 9(,??(F)) is topologized by the seminorms qs (s EZ+) and 
is a FrCchet space by this topology. 
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THEOREM 3.2.1. We have the following Fourier series expansion for f E Cn(E/F) 
and Parseval’s equality for f E L,(E/F): 
f(x) = JF, 44 TrKf (4 ‘ca (x E EL (3.2.4) 
(3.2.5) 
Moreover, the Fourier transform 9: f + f” ’ ts a topological isomorphism of C@(E/F) 
onto 9’@‘(F)). 
Proof. The first assertion is proved in [SC, Lemma 51 (where we take left 
regular representation as QT). By a simple calculation using (3.2.4) we obtain 
the second formula for f E Cm(E/F). As the space Cm(E/F) is dense in L,(E/F), 
the Parseval equality holds for all f E L,(E/F). 
The rest of the statement can be proved as in the proof of Theorem 4 [I 11. 
In the proof we do not need the connectedness of E. 
4. FOURIER TRANSFORM OF %‘g(G/K) 
4.1. Statement of the Main Theorem 
Let 0 < p < 2 and let VD(G/K) denote the set of Cm functions f on G which 
satisfy the following conditions: (i) f (x/z) = f(x) for any x E G and k E K; 
(ii) for any m EZ+ and g, g’ E 6 
&&n(f) = =‘$ If (&Xi &)I s(X)-“‘“(I + +))m < 00, (4.1.1) 
where 8 and (T are the spherical functions given in [SC]. The seminorms Tzrt,m 
convert @‘(G/K) into a FrCchet space. 
For any E > 0 we define the tube domain ‘@ by setting 
5’ = {A: X E 5, 1 Re(sh)(H)j < +I) for any HE a+ and s E ‘!IB}. 
We denote the interior of the domain 3’ by It 5’. For brevity of notation 
we put p = Int so = ‘& . We define S’(K/M x v) to be the space of all Cm 
complex valued functions F on KIM x ‘$jr which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For any K E K the function h HF(KM : h) extends holomorphically to 
Int 5’; (ii) for any I E 2, , v E 52, and u E S(g), 
where the condition (i) is omitted when E = 0. The seminorms [&r convert 
B(K/M x 5’) into a FrCchet space. 
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For any continuous function F on K/M x Int @, P is a function on G x Int 5 
defined by 
Pcx : A) = SKF(K(X~)M : A) e(A--p)(H(rk)) dk. (4.1.2) 
We denote by a(K/M x 5’) the closed subspace of all elements of EY(K/M x 5’) 
which satisfy the following symmetry condition: p(x : sh) = P(x : A) for all 
XEG, hEInt @, andsE%B. 
For each function f in ‘@‘(G/K) its Fourier transform is defined by 
f(hM : A) = (Sf)(hM : A) = JANf(han) e(-A+D)(loga) da dn (4.1.3) 
for all kM E K/M and h E i’jr . The following theorem, which will be proved 
later, is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let 0 < p < 2 and E = 2/p - 1. Then the Fourier transform 
P is a linear topological isomorphism of W(G/K) onto g(K/M x 5’). 
The continuity of the Fourier transform map 9 is given as follows: 
LEMMA 4.1.2. Let p and E be as in Theorem 4.1.1. For any continuous seminorm 
< on S?(K/M x p) we can find a continuous seminorm 7 on @‘(G/K) such that 
for all f s W’(G/K) 
r;(f) G df ). 
In [5] when we defined the topology of the space corresponding to 
g(K/M x 5’) we used only the differential operator wt , the Casimir element 
of R. But we note that these topologies coincide (cf. [ll , Corollary to Theorem 41. 
So we have the lemma for 0 <p < 2. If p = 2 we can prove the lemmas 
corresponding to Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 of [5]. This asserts Lemma 4.2.2. 
The proof of the main theorem will be completed in Section 4.8. 
4.2. The Function 5. 
Let H, f 0 be any element of Cl(a+) an d we fix it for the rest of this section. 
We use the notation of Sections 1.2, 2.1. Define Hj as in Section 2.1 and pj E a* 
by ,8,(H) =: (Hj , H) (HE a, 1 <j < v). 
We introduce two mutually orthogonal subspaces of $J of importance for us 
in the sequel. Let *a = mF n a, 
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We put iJ& = 5’ n & and also define *pR and *p by * FR = *@ n & 
and 
*@ = {A: h E *s, / Re(s’h)(H)/ < e*p(H) VH E (*Q)+, s’ E ZBF}. (4.2.2) 
When E = 0, we put *ijo = *& . 
Let c, cp , w, and wF be as in Section 2. We write for A E sr b(A) = w(X)c(h), 
b,(h) = mmF(h) cF(X). Then Gindikin and KarpeleviE [B] determined the functions 
b and bF explicitly. To describe this result recall that ,?Y and ZF are the set of 
reduced roots in A+ and AF+, respectively. Let *C = Z n *A’-. For any 01 E A+ 
let Pm be the set of all functions of the form Y&,,~ (a, a’, b > 0) given by 
~;,~,,~(h) = r(a + b(h, cl))/I’(a’ + b(/\, a)), where I’ is the classical gamma 
function. Then for suitable nonzero constants c, co , and elements faj E Ya 
(a E z1, 1 <j < m(a), m(a) denoting the multiplicity of a). 
b =C n n faj, bF = CO n n faj (4.2.3) 
a~~lqkpnb) rre*2lg@L(a) 
on 8;. We use (4.2.3) to extend b and b, as meromorphic functions on 5. 
For any set Q CA+ and any S > 0, U(Q, 6) denotes the set {X: h E &, 
(A, a) < S for all 01 EQ). We use the notation and results of the Appendix 
concerning tube domains and holomorphic functions on them.Then the following 
facts are known ([13a, Lemma 3.3.2, Corollary 3.3.31). 
LEMMA 4.2.1. There is a So > 0 such that (i) b and b-l (resp. b, and b;‘) 
are holomorphic on T(- U(& So)) (resp. T(- U(*z, 6,))) and belong to 9q-UCz*80) 
(resp. 8- u(*z,80)) and (ii) there exists a unique p E 9~fc\*z*~o) such that for AR E 
U(& So) E.(h) = b,(--/\)/b(--h). M oreover, if VI is a bounded subset of lJ(Z\*Z, 
(l/2)6,), then there is an 1 EZ+ such that for all u E S(g), 
Put 
U = {(*A, Oh): *A E *& , Oh E “& , *A + Oh E U(Z\*Z, (l/2)6,}. (4.2.4) 
Then s: (*h, 9) -+ E,(*X + Oh) is holomorphic on T(U). Moreower, if B is any 
bounded subset of II, there is a p EZ+ such that for all *u E S(*s) and Ou E S(Og), 
(*I $l& / “A, OA l--9 ( s(*A; a(*u) : 9; a(%))( < co. 
. E 
We introduce certain open subsets of *& and O’& which we use in the sequel. 
For any S > 0 let 
OTJ6 = (Oh : OX E ‘8~ , (Oh, “j) < S for 1 < j < V), 
*&(s) = {*A : *A E *f& ) 1 *A 1 < S}, U8 = *&(s) x oua. 
(4.2.5) 
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Further, for any E > 0, let 
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096 = {Oh: Oh E “sR , 0 < (Oh + cpF, aj) < ~(p, ai), 1 < j < v}. (4.2.6) 
For any 6 > 0 let 
oys zzz (Oh : Oh E “%a , I(“& CQ)I -c 6 for 1 < j < V> 
u {Oh : Oh E OSR 9 -E(PF, 
(4.2.7) 
CQ) < (Oh, aj) -=c 0 for 1 < j < v}. 
4.3. The Spaces 2F(R(M) x &), B(IC(M) x @), LT(R(M) x *p) 
We use the notation given in Section 3. Let E > 0. Let 3(&?(M) x @) be the 
set of all functions p) on Z?(M) x Int v which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) For each (T, h)~ R(M) x Int @, p)(~ : h) E End (V,) and stabilizes VSM. 
(ii) For each 7 E R(M), the function X tt ~(7 : h) is holomorphic in Int @. 
(iii) For any integers I, m EZ+ and u E S(g), 
By these seminorms B(R(M) x 5’) becomes a Frechet space. 
We also define 2($(M) x &) to be the space of all functions v on R(M) x & 
which satisfy (i) as above, infinite differentiability on & instead of the holo- 
morphy condition in (ii) above, and the growth condition which is taken over 
g(M) x Br as in (iii) above. We denote by 2(&(M) x 5’) the closed subspace 
consisting of all v E a(k(M) x @) which satisfy the following symmetry 
condition with respect to the Weyl group %I? For any 7 E K(M), h E Int v, 
sE!IB, andxEG 
E(T : Sh : X) p)(T : Sh) = i?(T : x : X) q(T : h), (4.3.2) 
where E(T : A : x) denotes the Eisenstein integral given in Section 2.2. 
Take x = a (4 E A+) and h E 5; in (4.3.2) and let a -+ co in the sense of 
Section 2.11. Then, as (sh)(log a) (s E ‘!YB) are distinct pure imaginary values, 
from (4.3.2) we get 
c+-k Sh) p)(T : Sh) = c(l : A) 9)(T : h). 
As pointed out in [IOc, Sect. 61 C7(1 : h) = c(X) . 17, 1’ being the identity 
operator on V,“, so we have 
c(S-l: ii) p)(T : S/\) = C(X) y(T : /\) (4.3.3) 
for h E 3; . Both sides of (4.3.3) are holomorphic on 5’ n 5’ (c > 0), therefore, 
(4.3.3) holds for all h E 3’ n 5’ (c > 0). 
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LEMMA 4.3.1. Let E > 0. Let F E .L?Z’(@M) x 5’) and .$ E Int & and dejine 
Fe by F&T : h) = F(T: 5 + h) (T E k(M), X E 8s). Then FE lies in 6(2?(M) x 5,). 
If p is any continuous eminorm on S’(R(M) x &), there is a continuous eminorm 
5 on ~(R(M> X 5’) such that ,LL(FJ < c(F) for all FE B(@M) x v) and 
5 E Int pR. 
Proof. This is obvious on noting that 1 E + h I2 = 1 5 I2 + 1 X I2 > I X I2 
fortEih,hE&. 
From now on we shall fix an E > 0. 
LEMMA 4.3.2. Define OgC by (4.2.6), and let 9 = Int *va x Ogc. Then for 
any a E S(R(M) x @), G, : (7, *h, Oh) ++ a(,: *h + Oh) g(*h + Oh) is well 
dejked and holomorphic on the tube T(VE) for each T E I?(M). Moreover, given 
any 1, mEZ+, *v E S(*g), and Ov E S(Og), we can select a continuous seminorm 
5 ,u,oU,l,nz on 9(x(M) x ‘$) such that for all a E 9(&(M) x 5’) 
k,*A,d%4kTW3 
(1 + I T I)“[(1 + I *A I)(1 + ] ‘A I)]” 1 G,(r : *k a(*v) : Ok a(“@)] 
<5 *&z.*(a)’ 
Proof. For a E a(l?(M) X 5’) let a(T : *A : Oh) = U(T : *h + Ox). By 
Lemma 3.2.6 of [13a], a is well defined and holomorphic on T(Y+). Moreover, 
as *pa X C1(Ogf) C U (Lemma 3.3.4 of [13a]), s: (*A, Oh) +-+ g(*h + “A) is well 
defined and holomorphic on T(P) by Lemma 4.2.1. The estimate is easily 
obtained by Lemma 4.2.1. 
We now define the space S“(@M) x *p) by an obvious analog to 
9(x(M) x 5’). 3(&?(M) x *@) denotes the closed subspaces of all elements 
in ZZ’(l?(M) x *v) which satisfy the symmetry condition with respect to ?IBF 
(cf. the definition of 2(&(M) x 5’)). 
Let aE 9(&(M) x 5’). Th en f or each T E R(M), the function A I+ a(T : A) 
S(X) is rapidly decreasing. Hence for any 7 E L?(M), *A E *& , and any HE aF , 
the integral SOS, U(T : *h + Oh) g(*x + Oh)e ‘A(=) d”h converges absolutely. Here 
d”h is a Lebesgue measure on OS1 . 
LEMMA 4.3.3. Let E 2 0. For any a E S(h?(M) x 5’) and HE ar , there 
exists exactly one element A,,, E 9(&(M) x *p) such that for all 7 E l?(M) 
and *;\E *&, 
Aa.& : *A) = e=F(H) J a(T : *A + Ox) g(*h + Oh) eoAcH) do/I. 
051 
Moreover, given any continuous eminorm *< on 9(2?(M) x *v) and any integer 
leZ* 3 we can select a continuous eminorm < on S’@(M) x 5’) such that 
*WLH) G (1 + I H IY I(4 
for all a E 6(2?(M) x 5’) and all HE or . 
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If l = 0, by an elementary argument of Fourier transform on Euclidean 
space we get the result. If E > 0, the lemma is proved by using Lemma 4.3.2 
and a slight modification of the proof of [13a, Lemma 3.4.31. So we omit the 
proof. 
LEMMA 4.3.4. Let E > 0. Let a e 2(&(M) x 5’) and write X = *h + OX 
(A E @, *h E *ij, OX E “5). Then a satisfies the following relation 
44 EF(7 : s*h : x) a(7 : sX) ___ 
c&*4 
= EF(7 : “A : x) a(7 : A) c(h) 
4 *4 
forany7ER(M),hE5en5’,sE~~,andxEM,,. 
Proof. To prove the formula, it is enough to see that the formula holds for a 
dense subset of v, because both sides are continuous with respect to A. The 
functional equation [9d, Theorem 61 of the Eisenstein integral leads to 
EF(*h : x) cF(*/\)-l C,(s-l : s*h) = E,(s*h : x). 
By rewriting this and using (4.3.3), we get for h E @ n 5’ 
E,(s*h : x) a(, : sh) 
= EF(*kx)+ cl,“(s-l : s*h) 
F 
-$$- CTo(sF1 : d-l a(, : A); 
here CT0 is defined as in Section 2.11. By Lemma 5.1 of [lc] we know that 
c?(s-l : s*h) cTO(s-l : sX)-l = 1’ (SE%,hE5). 
Hence we obtain the desired relation. 
Recall that any element of 91CF can be considered as a polynomial function. 
LEMMA 4.3.5. Let ~20. Let ~E~(K(M) x SE), HEaF, TE%F, and 
let XI+ be as before. Put a, = arpr+, and let Aa,,H be defined as in Lemma 4.3.4. 
Then Aal,, E Z@(M) x *5’). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3.3, we need only to prove that AFISH satisfies the 
symmetry condition with respect to the Weyl group ‘!lBmF , that IS, 
&(s*h : x) Aa,,&s*X) = EF(*X : x) A,,,(*h) 
for every s E %BF , *X~*p,andx~M~,. 
Now, by definition Aa+ satisfies for 7 E I?(M), *X E *& , s E mF 
(4.3.4) 
Aa& : s*A) = espF(H) 
s 
al(r : s*h + *h) S(s*h + O;i) e@‘@) doA. 
0% 
5w34/2-3 
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As ssh = Oh, we have 7(s*X + OX) = y(Oh) = 7(*X + Oh). By a simple calculation 
we have 
As cF(h) = c,(*h), cF(--s*/\) cF(s*h) = cF(- *h) c,(*h), and c(--sh) c(sh) = 
c(--h) c(X), we have relation (4.3.4) from Lemma 4.3.4. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3.6. Let E > 0. Let f be a polynomial on 5 such that infA,s 
\ f (A - E’&] > 0, where 0 < c’ < E. FOT any a E Z@(M) x $) we de& 
Tf.a& Y b 
Tf,a,&‘(7 : A) = a(7 : h - E’pF) S(h - E’pF)lf(h - E’pF) 
for T E R(M) and X E i’jI . Then Tf,a,E’ E S’(l?(M) x &). Moreover, a M T~,~,J 
is a continuous map of ZZ’(@M) x 53 into 9(&(M) x &). 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 3.4.41). 
4.4. The Function xp 
We shall discuss, in this section, the analyticity of a subseries of the series in 
the expansion of the Eisenstein integral which we need in the sequel. 
Let u = (uI , ua) be a double unitary representation of K on a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space V, , u1 and us acting on the left and right, respectively. Let h E 5 
and consider the function 
p”(x)v = Ix u,(K(&)) VU,(~-~) e(h-‘)(H(zlc)) dh (x E G, v E V,,). 
Then the function vp” is a u-spherical. Let 
VcM = {v : v E V, , ul(m)v = tm2(m) for all m E M). 
If x = h E A+ then PO(h) E Hom(V,M, VVM). 
LEMMA 4.4.1 (Harish-Chandra). There exist certain meromorphic functions 
Cu(s : -) (s E 2B) on 3 and rational functions r, (q ED) on 3 all zuith values in 
Hom(VOM, VObM) such that for h E A+, v E VOM 
e”(loga) K al(K(hh)) vu2(hq1) e(n-3(H(hlc)) dh = c @(sx : h) CO(s : X)v, 
s 
(4.4.1) 
ssm 
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where 
@(A : h) = eAtlo@) 1 r,(A) e-Q(l”gh). 
QED 
(4.4.2) 
Here X varies in a certain open dense subset ‘5’ of 5, the function r, is given by 
certain explicit recursion formulas, depending on u (see, e.g., [14, Chap. IX]). 
We confine ourselves to the special case when ur = 7, CQ = I, I’, = V. 
Then clearly Co = CT (cf. Sect. 2.11). In this case ‘5’ is given as follows. For each 
n ED+ let rTT, = {X : X E 5, 2(X, n) = (n, n)>. We put ‘3 = s\uscsu UnoD+~~, 
and ‘5’ = ‘5 n 3’. It is known (e.g., [14, Sect. 9.1.41) that series (4.4.1) con- 
verges absolutely for h E ‘5’ and h E A+. 
Now let q E L and write, for h E ‘3 and h E A+, 
fQ(h : h) = c r;+,,(X) e(n-q-Q’)(logh), 
Q'ED\L 
where D\L = {m,+,q,+, + ... + mdad : mi EZ+ , v < i < d}. 
LEMMA 4.4.2. For any X E ‘5, xTQ(X : .) is well defked and is a Cm function 
on A+. Let v E 2l. Then, for any h E A+, xTQ(* : h; v) is holomorphic in ‘5, and 
for any (h, h) E ‘3 x A+ 
x6(/j : h; v) = c v(;\ - q - q’) r;+,,(A) e(A-Q-Q’)(logh). 
q’=D\L 
This lemma follows from the argument of the proof of Lemma 4.4.1. (See, e.g., 
[14, Sect. 9.1.41.) 
4.5. A Property of &,, 
In this section we first get an expression of I+%,,,, using the function x7 which 
is defined in the previous section, and we prove a property of analyticity of 
#Q,la / c /wz for any function a E Zz?(R(IM) x p) and the c-function. 
LEMMA 4.5.1. Let q E L+. Then, for any h E A+ and any ,l E 8; , we have 
epf(10gh)#Q,p(7 : h : h) = c xTQ(s’sJ : h) Cr(s’sD : X). (4.5.1) 
S’E!Z!llDF 
Proof. Fix 7, h, and h as in the lemma. In the estimate to follow we shall 
allow the constants to depend on 7, h, and h without explicit mention. By the 
absolute convergence of (4.4.1) there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all 
qELandsE?IB 
1 X7q(~h : h)l < C. 
Combining formulas (4.4.1), (4.4.3), and Lemma 1 of the Appendix of [13a] 
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we get the following result. Let k EZ+ ; then there is a constant C, > 0 such 
that for all H E a,+ with )9r(H) >, 1 and all t 3 1, 
/ eDF(logh)E(7 : X : h exp tH) d,(h exp tH) 
- c emtqtH) 1 C exp{t(s’s>)(H)) 
wL,oW<k l<P<P S'em, 
x xTq(s’sDx : h) CT(s’sp : A)] < Cke-(k+1)t6F 
We compare this with estimate (2.10.6) p s ecialized to the case 17 = 1, m = h, 
and H replaced by tH. Let 
Ll,‘,,(h : h) = 1 xTq(s’seh : h) c+(s’sp : A) - eDF(log*)#q,I)(T : h : h). 
S’E?Iq 
Then, arguing as in the proof of [13a, Lemma 2.10.31 we conclude that 
dG,,(h : h) = 0 for q E L, 1 < p < rr . This proves the lemma. 
NowwefixifEar+. ForqEL f, let h, and U, be the polynomials on 3 defined 
in Lemma 2.10.2. Then there is an l ,, > 0 such that l/u, is holomorphic on the 
tube {A : X E 5, 1 A, 1 < e,,} for all q E L+. It follows from Theorem 2.10.3, 
Lemma 2.10.2, and (2.10.4) that given 7 E ‘9&, we can select gq,,7Si,j,Z E dq 
and CL~~~,,.~J,~ E mJz,F (va E 11111, 9 1 <i<a, 1 <j<Z,,,, 1 <Z<r,)suchthat 
for all (A, m) E 8; X iVZiF, 
Let Y be the isomorphism (*A, Oh) --+ *A + Oh from *ij x OS onto 5. Let Us be 
as in (4.2.5) and let lJDa = Y-~s;~Y(U~). If Q is a subset of *i$ x Og, Sz’ denotes 
the set of all (*A, Oh) E D such that *A + OX E 5’. We put 
‘T( UPS)’ = Y-1( YT(UDy f-l ‘5’). 
LEMMA 4.5.2. We can select 6 > 0 with the following property. Let 7 E k(M), 
q E L+, 1 < p < yF , 71 E ‘%X1, . Then there exists a function F,‘,,,,(. : . : .) defined 
on A+ x ‘T( UD6)’ with values in Hom(VT , V,) such that for each h E A+ the 
junction (*/\, ‘9) + F&&h : *A : ‘9) is defined and holomorphic on ‘T( U,)’ and 
the relation F,‘,,,,(h : *h : OX) = $,,,(T : *A + Oh : h; 7) holds for all (*h, Oh) E 
f+=& x “& with *h + Oh E & . F;,,,, is uniquely determined by this condition. 
Moreover for any a E 2(k?(M) x 5’) the function 
(*A, Ox) -+ FG,,,,(h : *A : Oh) a(T : *h + Oh) 1 c(*h f ox)I-2 
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Proof. Fix h E A+. We can choose 6 > 0 [13a, Lemma 3.7.11 such that 
u s’qY(U~))C~\U 77,. (4.5.3) 
S’ErnF ?ZCD 
So, by Lemma 4.4.2, xp7(. : h) is holomorphic on s;“T( Y(V))‘. Recalling that 
the C-functions are holomorphic on ‘s’, we define for 7 = 1 
F,>,,,(h : *A : Oh) = f?-@gh) ,,& &yS’S,h : h) CT(s’sp : A), 
F 
(*A, “A) E ‘T( U,“)‘; here )r = *h + OX. N ow it is clear that the function (*X, OX) + 
F,,,,,(h : *)I + Oh) is defined and holomorphic on ‘T(Up6)’ and that the first 
relation in the lemma holds. The uniqueness is obvious as ‘T(U,B)’ is open and 
connected. We next prove the last statement of the lemma in the special case 
9 = 1. For any s E 9’5 and h E ‘3’ we have, by a simple calculation using the 
relations (2.1 I .I), (4.3.3), and c(h)c(--h) = c(sX) c(--sh), the following equality 
cqs : A) a(7 :A)\ c(A)l-2 = a(, : sh) c(-A)-’ 
on V,“, which is equal to 
a(~ : sX) t$i) w( +A) b;‘( -A). 
It is known that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small then lJ8 C U(Z, 6,) and Ua C 
U(*Z:, 6,). Since U6 is s’-invariant for any s’ E 2Br it follows from Lemma 4.2.1 
that the functions h H ~(s’Q) and h H b;‘(--s’s,X) are 9yup6. The desired 
property is now obvious as a(r : .) is holomorphic and rapidly decreasing on 
5’ (cf. the remark in the Appendix). 
We next consider the general case 7 E ‘9.X1,. We use (4.52) to get Fi,,,, . 
Put m = h, 7 = 1 in (4.5.2). Then, rewriting the right side of (4.5.2) by using 
the formula in Lemma 2.11. I, we observe that each term 
EF(T : s,h : k pLo.p,1.i.j) cF(*(sDw C7(s, : 4 %(%I4 (4.5.4) 
(1 < i < YF, 1 < j < Z,,,) is holomorphic on ‘T(YU,*)‘. On the other hand for 
any p E ‘$I,, we can select analytic functions f., on A+, elements b, E R and 
V, E % (1 < (Y < tr) such that for all Cm T-spherical functions + on MIF , and 
h’ E A+, #z’; ,u) = ZStrstI f,(U) I #r’; ‘u,). Since the function EF is T- 
spherical, applying this fact to (4.5.3) for p = ,u,:+~,~ and combining the 
result for 7 = 1 which we proved above, we know that each part 
EF(7 : s,X : h; 0,) +(*(sJ))-l CT& : X) u&h) u&)-l, 
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which appears in the sum, is holomorphic on ‘T( YUsa)‘. For 77 there exist 
Q E ‘$l and b,, E 52 (1 < 13 < ta) such that 
If we use the above argument for p = Q , after all, we see that all functions 
are holomorphic on ‘T( YU$)‘. We now define Fi9p,n by 
F;,,,,(h : *A : Oh) 
= 21 %z 
.h+i.j,dm) dEi) 4.& : A : hi ~la:~,.i.i.~) GY. 
II* 
Then the first relation and the uniqueness are obvious. Using the same argument 
as for the case 7 = 1 and the fact that the Eisenstein integrals are tempered 
with respect to /\ (cf. Section 2.4), we observe that the expressions 
EF(T : %J : k Pcm,*i,~.z) 47 : 4 I C(W2 
are holomorphic and rapidly decreasing on T( UeS) n Y-‘(F). Now the last 
statement follows by applying Lemma 2 in the Appendix to our case. 
4.6. Wave Packets and Some Estimates 
As is easily seen, for each FE 3(2(M) x 5’) the Fourier coefficients of P 
(for definition of P see Section 4.1) with respect to the first component are just 
the Eisenstein integrals. In order to show that our inverse Fourier transform is 
continuous, we need to investigate the “wave packet.” 
Let Vn(R(M) x (G/K)) be the set of all q which satisfy the following condi- 
tions: (i) For each 7 E g(M), v(T : .) is a Cm-f uric ion t on G with the values in 
Hom(V, , V,), V7 being the representation space of 7. (ii) p)(r : xk) = g)(~ : x) 
for all 7 E R(M), x E G, k E K. (iii) For any g, g’ E (55, and 1, m E 2,. 
sup 
~~t(M),czeG 
1 p)(T : g ; x; &“)I +-2’“(1 + 17 1”)“(1 + u(x))” < a. 
These seminorms convert %3(&(M) x (G/K)) into a FrCchet space. 
Let 0 < p < 2 and put E = 2/p - 1. Suppose a E d(R(M) x 5’). According 
to Harish-Chandra, we define the wave packet cpa(7 : x) of a for T E g(M) and 
xEGby 
RdT : x)= s E(’ : x : x) a(T : A) c(h)-l c(-x)-~l dh. 51 (4.6.1) 
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Our present aim is to prove that qa E ‘@‘(R(M) x (G/K)) and that a ~--t la is a 
continuous map from b(@M) x 5’) into @(&?(M) x (G/K)). This proof will 
go by induction on dim G. To begin with, we shall assume the induction 
hypothesis and derive two crucial estimates. 
We first rewrite an integral. If *X E *s, Oh E Oz, m E MF , h E A,, q1 E !lJIF, 
Q E 21ZF , then 
EF(*X + OX : mh; 7172) = E,(*h : m; 74 e0A(10gh)7z(Oh). (4.6.2) 
We select Lebesgue measures d*X and d”X on *& and 03x , respectively, such 
that dh = d*XdOX. For brevity of notation we write y(X) = c,(X)-l cF(--X)-r 
and y( *h) = cF( *X)-r cF( - *X)-r. 
LEMMA 4.6.1. Fix E > 0. Then for h, E *A, h, E A, , H E aF , 71 E YJIF , 
7z~(LCF,a~~(l?(M) x @),l <r<r,,wehave 
s 51 &(T : h : h,h, ; 7172) a(~ : A) e(SpA)(H) 1~(h)l-~ dX 
-e&f+logh,) 
(4.6.3) 
=e 
s 
E& : 
*51 
*A : h, ; 71) Aal.H+log& : *A) y(*4 d*h. 
Here ~1 = T2m+a, Aa,.H+log~, is de$ned by Lemma 4.3.4, and both sides converge 
absolutely. 
Proof. As #o,r = 8,,, for 1 < r < rF (cf. Section 2) from Lemma 2.11.1 
and functional equation (4.3.3) we have 
z&?(T : h : h,h, ; 7172) a(~ : A) e(SrA)(H) / c(h)lp2 
= E& : s,h : h,h, ; 7172) C’(s, : s;‘(s,h)) a(~ : s,’ ($))I c(h)-’ +(*(s,.X))-I 
which equals 
&(T : s,h : h,h, ; 7172) fZ(T : s,h) c(--sJ)-’ c~(*(s~)o)-1 
for h E 8; . As EF , c, and cF are tempered and a is rapidly decreasing in h E 8; , 
we know that the left side of (4.6.3) is absolutely convergent and, by substituting 
x --f s, -lX, we obtain that the left side of (4.6.3) equals 
x cF( - *X)-l cF( *X)-l d/I. 
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This expression equals, by relation (4.6.2) 
*A : h1 ; 71) Aa,,H+lo&Ch,(7 : *A) ?'(*A) d*k 
where a, = QW+U, 6 = (-l)[~~*~J, and AaI,H+logfi is given in Lemma 4.3.3. 
As A a,,H+logh, E 9(K(M) x *@), the integral in ‘the right side of (4.6.3) is 
absolutely convergent. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6.2. Fix 0 < p < 2 and let E = 2/p - I. Let the induction hypothesis 
hoEd. Fix Ho E Cl(&), H,, # 0, and use earlier notation. Then, given any 7 E 9JIIF 
and any integer 1, m > 0, we canfind a continuous emitwrm [(n*z*“) on %“(K(M) x 
5’) such that 
I e- 
oF(10!3h+H) 
s 
5I +&(T : A : h; q) a(~ : X) e(sr’)(H) 1 c(h)l-’ dh 
(4.6.4) 
< i$“*‘*“‘(a) e- (2’p)p(10gh+H)( 1 + ( 7 \)-“(I + / log h + H I)- 
for all h E CI(A’), H E aF , T E l?(M), and a E $(x(M) x ‘@). 
Proof. By Lemma 4.6.1 we have 
f 
51 #o,r(~ : h : h,h, ; ~~7~) a(~ : h) e(Sr’)(H) 1c(h)/-’ dh 
_ --Elaf+loghg) 
s 
EF(T 
*51 
: *A : h, ; 4 Aa,.~+logh,b : “4 y(*4 d*k 
By Lemma 4.3.5, A+H+lOBk, E d(g(M) x *@). Also by continuity of the map 
a * &.H , for any continuous seminorm *[~Yz’Ppn’) (I’, m’ EZ+) on 2(&(M) x 
*FE), there exists a continuous seminorm [~1z’9”‘) on 2(l?(M) x 5”). such that 
*&f.m’)(Aa,,H,) < $d.“‘)(af)(l + j H’ I)-“’ 
for ah a’ E 3(&(M) x v), H’ E aF . On the other hand, as the map a H 
~m+a = a, is continuous from 3(&(M) x @) into 3(&!(M) x @), we can 
find a continuous seminorm I$‘,“~,‘) on S?“((R(M) x v) such that 
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As we mentioned before, there exist two constants e, >, 0, c,, > 0 such that 
SF(h’) < C,e-‘r(rOgh’)(l + a(h’))“o 
for any h’ E (*A)+ = {h’ : h’ E *A, ol(log h’) > 0 for all cy E *A+). Taking into 
account all of this and noting that if hrh, E A+, then h, E (*A)+, we then have 
the following result. Given 7, I, and m as in the lemma, we can find a continuous 
seminorm {(nJ*m) on %(K(M) x 5’) such that for all h,h, E A+ with h, E *A, 
h,E&, HEQ, 7 E (I&f), and a E B(I?(M) x @), the left side of (4.6.4) 
is majorized by 
x (1 + I H + log h, I)-V1. 
We have also that (l+Ilogh,)) (l+iH+logh,I) 2 1 + (logh,/ + 
I H + log h, I 2 1 + I H + log h,h, I while pF(H + log h&J + pF(H + log h,) + 
(2/p) pr(log h,) = (2/p) P(H + log h,h,). If we replace h,h, by h, we are led to 
(4.6.4). This proves the lemma. 
Now fix q E L+ and let u. be the ‘a-invariant polynomial on 5 given in 
Lemma 2.10.2. Let P, be the set of all real numbers t such that inf,,g, 
1 u&h - @)I = 0. Then it is known [13a, Lemma 3.751 that P, is finite, and 
for t E R\P, , infnes, 1 q(/\ - tpF)I > 0. 
LEMMA 4.6.3. Fix 0 < p < 2 and let E = 2/p - 1. Let q E Lf and P, be as 
above. Let 77 E !L& and E’ be such that 0 < E’ < E and E’ E R\P, . Let I, m > 0 be 
integers. Then we can select a continuous seminorm [k;!9”’ on S’(f?(M) x 5’) such 
that 
e-P%f+logh) 
s 
5r 1cr,.,(~ : A: h; d 4~ : 4 exph4W I 49Y dh 
< t$;f*“)(a) e- (2’P)p(H+10gh)(l + I 7 I)-“(1 + I H + log h I)-” 
x e(~--C’)p~(H+lOgh)+LL)F(lOgA) (4.6.5) 
for all h E Cl(A+), 1 < Y < rF, HE aF, a E Z?(I?(M) x sf‘), and r E I?(M). 
Proof. To prove the lemma we modify the proof of [13a, Lemma 3.8.21. 
We consider the integral of the function 
F,,,,,(h : *X : Oh) exp{(sA)(H)} a(~ : X) / c(X)Ip2 (4.6.6) 
instead of the integrand of (4.65) by making use of Lemma 4.5.2. By applying 
Lemma 1 in the Appendix, we first see that the function of (4.6.6) is holomorphic 
and rapidly decreasing in a certain neighborhood. As (c(--h) cF(h))-l = 
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~(X)W+(--A) y(X), by formulas (4.5.2), (4.3.3) and Lemma 2.11.1, we get easily 
the following relation 
x exph4WN 4~ : sA %4 w+(--sA YW). (4.6.7) 
Now Lemma 4.6.2 tells us that the integral in (4.6.5) converges and it equals 
x @%(T : A) r(A) w+(A) &I) dA (4.6.8) 
by (4.6.7) and substitution X tt s;‘h; here we use that U, is invariant under ?IlI 
(see Lemma 2.10.2). Moreover, it also follows from Lemma 4.6.2 that for each 
hEA+,*hE*SI,q,l <~<YF,tLE%F, the function F = Fo,u,k,h,,A given by 
F(%) = SE,( *x + ox : h; p) Uk( *iI + Oh) u,( *x + Oh)-1 
x eoA%(T : *A + “A) g(*h + Oh) w+(9) 
is holomorphic on oT(“U*) = {“A : Oh E Og, Oh, E OU*) and belongs to T&G 
(Hom( VTM, VTM )), where S denotes (-l)[z\z*l. In particular, by Fubini’s 
theorem, the last integral equals 
where 
As -c’p” E OYs n Int gR( (for OV8 see (4.2.7)) and clearly OV6 r\ Int $JRC is 
connected, applying Lemma 1 of the Appendix, we obtain that for all *X E *sr 
I q,r.u,k,h(*h) = j-aIFmu,kA*A(oA - +? dox, 
which is equal to 
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where z is defined as in Lemma 4.3.7. So we have, writing 
This last expression equals 
&r’f(H+log?d 1 
t+i,j.k 
g(h) T(&) j3, EF(7 : h exp H; dd 0 p 0 dFf’) T(A) y(h) dA. 
Here we are using the easily proved identities 
EF(h : mu; p) = E& : m; p) Poga' (m EMl~, a E AF), 
(4.6.9) 
EF(h - dpF : m, ; pl) = d,(m,)-” EF(h : ml ; d$ 0 p 0 dFe’) cm1 E %F), 
dF being as in Section 1.2. Now estimate (4.6.5) can be proved in the same way 
as [13a, Lemma 3.9.21. At the point that they used Theorem 3 of [9b], we use 
the following induction hypothesis: We can select a continuous seminorm 
v:;;‘,,~ on 2(I?(M) x &) such that 
T F, I T(5i) J-8, EF(T : x : h exp H; dZ: 0 /-‘q:ov,i,j,k o d,“) f(T : ii) y(A) dX ( 
?I‘ 
-< v,“;::“‘(f) E,(h exp H)(l + j H + log h j)-(nz+eo)(l + 1 7 I)-” 
for allfE ZY(R(M) X &) such that f(~ : sh) = j(~ : A) (s E BI, X E &, x E G), 
where e, E Z+ such that E,(h’) < c,,e-~~(lo@‘f( 1 + o(h’))” * f or a certain constant 
c,, and all h’ E (*/I)+-; here (*A)+ is the set of all h’ E *A such that a(log h’) > 0 
for all a: E *d I. In fact, by Fubini’s theorem we have 
EF(7 : )I : h exp H)f(T : A) y(x) dA 
=s EF(T : *A : h,) ‘81 (S % f(T : *A + “A) eOn(H+lognz) doA) y(*x) d*X, 
where h = h,h, (h, E *A, h, E AF) and, as is easily shown, the function 
*x M 
s 
f(T : *A + Oh) eO~(H+-i’~,) do/j 
061 
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belongs to 2(&(M) x *&). So the fact mentioned above follows from the 
induction hypothesis for E = 0. Moreover, from the definition of 7 and the 
fact that u, , wff, and uR are all ‘$BF-invariant and from Lemma 4.3.5, it follows 
that ‘c satisfies the condition imposed on f above. Now the proof goes in a 
similar fashion as in [13a]. So we omit the detail. 
4.7. The Continuity of a F+ va 
In this section we shall obtain the essential lemma, that is, the fact that the 
wave packet a tt va is a continuous linear map from 8(K(M) x 5’) into 
@‘(@W x (G/K))- 
Now let W be a compact subset of Cl(a+). The sector S[W] is defined by 
S[Wj = {exp tH’: t 3 0, H’ E W}. (4.7.1) 
LEMMA 4.7.1. Let 0 < p < 2 and E = 2/p - 1. Suppose W is a compact 
subset of Cl(a+) and t, > 0. Then given any b, b’ E 6 and any integers I, m E Z, 
we can select a continuous eminorm [~“~“‘*“~“’ on d(R(M) x v) such that 
sup 
rf’EW.0st&t0,TEm4) 
8(exp tH’)-““(I + 1 T I)“(1 + o(exp tH’))” / TJb; exp tH’; b’)l 
< [(b,b’.Z.m)(a) 
--. 0 
for a2Z a E 9(&(M) X 5’). 
Proof. Let L = {exp tH’: H’ E W, 0 < t < to>. Then L is compact and we 
can find C > 1 such that C-l < S(x) < C, C-l < 1 + U(X) < C for all x EL. 
By the estimate of the Eisenstein integral (cf. Sect. 2.4) we can find an r eZ+ 
and a constant co > 0 such that 
I p&; x; b’)l < co(l + 17 I)’ Js, I a(7 : 9 (1 + I A I)’ I 4W’ dh Q). 
As 1 c(;\)i-” is dominated by a polynomial of j ;\ I for h E sr [ IOa, Lemma 3.51, 
we can choose a continuous seminorm Y’ on 2(&(M) x gr) so that 
1 v,(b; x; b’)l < E(x) J(a). 
Then we have, for any h EL and all a, 
S(h)-2/“(1 + a(h))m ] v,(b; h; b’)l < Czl-+l V’(a). 
The lemma follows at once from Lemma 4.3.1. 
Consider the finite sets P, (q E L+) of Lemma 4.63. For any k E Z, let 
P(k) = hd<k.eeL+ P, . Ptk) is finite for all k. Write P(m) = uo<lc<oo P(k). P(m) is . 
at most countable. Fix Ho E Cl(a+), Ho + 0. We consider a compact neighbor- 
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hood WH, of II,, given as follows. We first select E’ such that 0 < 6’ < E, 
(e - 4 PFw3> < BMJ> l ’ E R\Pm). We define K by 
cc - 4 PFWo) = (1 - 4 PWJ- 
As 0 < K < 1, we can choose K’ > 0 such that (1 - ~)(l + K’) < 1 - ~/2. 
We now define WH, as the set of all H’ E Cl(a+) such that 
G) I H’ I < 2 I Ho I1 
(ii) oc(H’) > (1 - K/2) a(Ho), for all &Ed+, (4.7.2) 
(iii) (c - E’) pF(H’) + cp,(H’) < (1 + K’)(E - c’) pF(H,,). 
Then WH, is a compact neighborhood of H, in Cl(a+). Moreover, if we put 
H; = H’ - (1 - K/2) H, , H, = (1 - ~/2) H,, , (4.7.3) 
for H’ E Wl,, , then it is known [13a, Lemma 3.9.41 that Hi E Cl(a+) and 
(6 - ~‘1 pF(ff’) + VF(H’) < PF(H~) (VH’E w&J. (4.7.4) 
LEMMA 4.7.2. Let p, E be as before. Assume the induction hypothesis. Fix 
H,, E Cl(a+), H, # 0. De&e WHO as in (4.7.2). Then for any u E 8 and any 
integers 1, m EZ+ we can select a continuous seminorm [,,,,, on T(l?(M) x SE) 
such that 
1 j8, Z?(T : h : h; u) a(7 : X) 1 ~(h)l-~ dX 1 
< ~,,,,,(a) e(-2’9)‘(10gh) (1 + IT I)-‘(1 + I logh I)-” 
for all a E ??(Z?(M) x @), 
by (4.7.1). 
T E l?(M), and h E S[ W,,], S[ WH,] being dejned 
The lemma can be proved for 0 < p < 2 in a similar discussion to the proof 
of [13a, Lemma 3.9.51. In the proof, if we consider the special case when the 
index k = 0 (for K see the proof of [13a, Lemma 3.9.5]), then the argument for 
0 < p < 2 gives also the proof for p = 2. 
LEMMA 4.7.3. Let (G, K) be a pair which satisjies the conditions in Section 1.2. 
Let p, E be as before and for any a E g@(M) x v) let va be the function defined 
by (4.6.1). Then va E %P(R(M) x (G/K)) and the map 
is continuousfrom Z?@(M) x ‘@) into S’(k(M) x (G/K)). Here p denotes & . 
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Proof. By a slight modification of the proof of [13a, Lemma 3.9.61 and using 
Lemma 4.7.2 we can prove the following assertion: For any 1, m E Z, and u E 6, 
we can find a seminorm [u,l,m on 3(&(M) x 5’) which satisfies 
I %(T : x; 41 G Su,z,m(4 qx)2’p(1 + I T I)-” (1 + +))-” 
for all a E T(z(M) x @), x E G, and T E R(M). As ?a is T-spherical, combining 
this with Harish-Chandra’s result [9c, Lemma 171, we obtain the following: 
For any 1, m E Z, , g, g’ E @J we can select a finite number of elements g, ,.. ., g, E 8, 
a constant C, and a seminorm c,,,,,,,, on g@?(M) x @) so that 
\(5 ’ 8.8,L&> W”‘“(l + I T I)-“(1 + 4a-” 
for all a E S?@(M) X @), x E G, and Q- E g(M). This proves that 
va E 5!?@(M) x (G/K)), and the map a t-+ ?‘a is continuous from 2(&(M) x @) 
into %‘p(&(M) x (G/K)). This completes the proof. 
4.8. The Main Theorem 
In this section we shall give the proof of the main theorem. Let a’ be the 
function on @((G/K) x @) defined by (4.1.2) for a E %“(K/M x p) and put 
t,!~~(x) = [‘331-l Is, i(x : A) 1 c(A)I-~ dh, (4.8.1) 
where c is Harish-Chandra’s c-function and [EJ] denotes the order of (122. We 
need to show that the integral in (4.8.1) converges and that #Jx) given by (4.8.1) 
is a Cm function on G/K. Let b E 8. Then, as K is compact and G = KAN, 
{P-l: k E K} spans a finite-dimensional subspace of 6 ,so that we can find 
finite elements 5, ,..., .$, E R and continuous functions 01~ ,..., 01,~ on K such that 
ZF’ r= c q(k) EC (mod %a6 + 
l@$n 
?tB). 
Therefore, by the assumption that a E Z?(K/M x v), 
find a continuous seminorm v on L%?(K/M x 5’) so that 
for any s E Z, we can 
n 
I ~&Wk) : WI < 1 sup I 44l I 4+4; !fi : 41 
*=I kcK 
< +)(I + I x I)-” (4.8.2) 
for all a E ~(K/M x 53, x E G, k E K, h E Int 5’. On the other hand, denoting 
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P,(h : x) = &-p)(R(=k)) (A E 81 , x E G, k E K), for any 6 E(S~ we can select 
an integer d 3 0 and a positive constant c, independent of K, so that 
I P,(X : x; b)l < c(l + I x I)” (4.8.3) 
(cf. [4, Lemma, p. 1161). It now follows easily from (4.8.2) and (4.8.3) that the 
integral in (4.8.1) is absolutely convergent and of class Cm. 
THEOREM 4.8.1. Let 0 < p < 2 and E = 2/p - 1. Let G be agroup of class X. 
Then the Fourier transform map 9: f-f is a linear topological isomorphism of 
Vn(G/K) onto s(K/M x 5’). Here go denotes &. 
Proof. Let a E ??(K/M x 5’) and #a be as in (4.8.1). We first prove that 
#a E Vp(G/K) and the continuity of the map a H #a . To do this we consider the 
following series expansion of #a : 
As is well known, for each linear transformation A of d-dimensional vector space 
over C, j Tr A 1 < d / A 1 holds by the Schwartz inequality, 1 A I being, the 
operator norm of A. Moreover, the dimension d(T) of each r E R(M) is do- 
minated by a polynomial of I 7 1, independent of 7 E l?(M) (see, e.g., [ll, (1.17)]), 
so we can find a constant C and an integer 1’ such that 
for all 7 E Z?(M). Now, for each T E R(M) we put 
$J& : x) = s, #a(kx) T(k-‘) dk. (4.8.5) 
We know from (4.8.1) and Fubini’s theorem that this equals 
[ml-l sn, 0, ‘r(+k) e(‘-“)(H(xk)) dk) a”(7 : A) I ~(h)l-~ dA, 
where 
c?(T : h) = s a(kM : A) T(k-l) dk 
K 
(4.8.6) 
for 7 E g(M) and h E 5’. Then by means of Fourier analysis on compact homo- 
geneous space, it is easy to see that & E d(I?(M) x 5’) and the map a H r2: is 
continuous from g(K/M x 5’) into 2(&(M) x 5’) (cf. Theorem 3.2.1). 
Now Lemma 4.7.3 leads to that vd E Vp(I?(M) x (G/K)) and the map a H CJJ~ 
is continuous from z(K/M x 5’) into P(&(M) x (G/K)). This implies that 
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for any g, g’ E (li and 1, m E Z, we can choose a continuous seminorm [s,s,,l,m on 
S?‘(K/M x @) so that 
I R&f; xi g’)l < 5 ,,,~,z*7&) w2’p(l + I T I)-” (1 + w>-” 
for all a E 2?‘(K/M x ‘$), x E G, and T E R(M). 
We now choose an 1 EZ, so that the series 
(4.8.7) 
1 (1 + I T I)-“+z’ 
TERbW 
converges. Then we can conclude that the series expansion (4.8.4) of $, con- 
verges absolutely and that for any g, g’ E 6 and an m E Z, we can choose a 
continuous seminorm &,,t,,, on z(K/M x 5’) so that 
sup I A%(& x; g’)l +-2’p(l + c(x))” < 58,s,.,(Q). 
XEG 
To prove the bijectivity of the Fourier transform map 9 we need some more 
results. 
LEMMA 4.8.2. For any a E T(K/M x p) we define thefunction #a by (4.8.1). 
Let 9 be the Fourier transform map dejined by (4.1.3). Then the following relation 
holds: 
~(A> = a (4.8.8) 
for any a E ~(K/M x 5’). 
Proof. This lemma follows from Harish-Chandra’s result ([9d], also [9g, 
Theorem 20.11) for the relation between ci and the Fourier transform of the 
wave packet va of 6. It is easy to see, by a simple calculation using Fubini’s 
theorem. that 
= Pwl SAN (s,, WT : h, : an) a(7 : Al) 1 ~(h,)j-~ dhl) e(--‘\+“)(‘Oga) da dn. 
By Harish-Chandra’s result quoted above, we know that the last expression equals 
[ml-l & c’(1 : A)-’ CT@-’ : Sx) U(T : S/i) 
and this is, by the functional equation (4.3.3) which ci satisfies and the 
relation C7(l : A) = c(h)l?, equal to S(T : A) for all 7 E k(M) and h lint 5’. 
Now we can conclude, by the result of Fourier analysis on compact homogeneous 
space K/M (see Theorem 3.2.1), that 91/,(hM : A) = a(hM : A) for all K E K 
and X E Int 5’. This proves Lemma 4.8.2. 
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THEOREM 4.8.3. Let f E Vz(G/K). Then the folZowing relations hold. 
f (4 = [2B]-l jgI (&(x : 4 I c(W2 dk 
s, I f(x)l” dx = WI-l 1 K,MX51 I j(kM : X)12 I c(A)-” dkM dA. (4.8.10) 
Here - is the Fourier transform map and the map ” is given by (4.1.2). 
Proof. Let g E G be any fixed element and put h = f”-‘, where f ‘-l(x) = 
f(gx). Then clearly h belongs to V2(G/K). As is known (cf. [5, the proof of 
Lemma 4.31) we have, by a simple calculation, the relation 
s ii(kM : A) dk M = f x &(g), KIM 
which is equal to (f”)‘(g : h), wheref x +h is the convolution off and elementary 
spherical function +,+ (cf. [gal). On the other hand, if we write h,(x) = SK h(kx)dk, 
then by Harish-Chandra’s result [9b, Corollary 2 to Theorem 51 for Y(G) 
corresponding to (4.8.9) as h, E$(G), we have the relation 
h,(e) = [‘W1 I81 &@I I c(W2 dh 
since we can see easily that R,(X) = SKIM @kM : A) dkM. Thus we get (4.8.9). 
For the second formula we first putf = a. Then by the above result we know 
f = yia . So we have 
s, IfWl" dx = j-G I~a(412 dx 
= P-v JoxKxFr I/=(X) xi(xk)M : A) e(-n-3(H(zle)) 
x 1 c(X)I-~ dx dk dA. 
By Fubini’s theorem and the normalization of measures in Section 1.4 we know 
that the last expression equals 
‘m1-1 sx,MX~ a(kM : A) &(kM : A) I c(X)I-~ dh dkM. 
So the desired relation (4.8.10) follows from Lemma 4.8.2. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4.8.3. 
The injectivity follows from (4.8.9). This completes the proof of Theorem 
4.8.1. 
580/34/z-4 
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Let &+ be the corresponding Weyl chamber to a+ in $Jr . LetP(G/K) be the 
space of square integrable functions on the space G/K with respect to the usual 
measure on G/K. Let L2(K/M x &+) (resp. Z?(K/M x &+)) be the set of all 
restrictions of elements inL2(K/M x &I) (resp. S?(K/M x &)) to K/M x &+. 
As ‘??(G/K) is dense in L2(G/K) in the Ls-topology, and it is clear that Z? 
(K/M x &+) is dense in L2(K/M x &+) in the L2-topology and that the com- 
position of the Fourier transform and the restriction is an isometry of V2(G/K) 
onto Sf(K/M x &+); from the facts we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 4.8.3 (Helgason [lob]). Th e F our&r transform map Sextends to 
an isometry ojL2(G/K) onto L2(K/M x &+) (with the measure 1 c(h)l-2 dhdkM on 
KIM x 81’). 
Let 0 <p < 2. A distribution on G/K (resp. K/M x Int 5’) is said to be 
p-tempered if it extends to a continuous linear functional from V?(G/K) (resp. 
z(K/M x 5’)) to C. Making use of Theorem 4.8.1 we can now extend the 
definition of Fourier transform to p-tempered distributions on G/K. 
Let C,m(G/K) be the space of Cot functions on G/K with compact support. 
Then it is proved, in similar fashion to Lemma 1 of [9e, Sect. 151, that Ccm(G/K) 
is dense in W’(G/K) (0 < p < 2). Since the inclusion map 
Ccm(W) C Vp(G/K) 
is continuous, we can regard the space of p-tempered distributions as the dual 
space of @(G/K), that is, the space of continuous linear functionals from 
%?(G/K) into C. 
Let @‘(G/K)’ and g(K/M x @)’ be the set of p-tempered distributions on 
G/K and K/M x Int @, respectively. They become locally convex topological 
vector spaces when equipped with weak topology and we have the following 
result as a corollary of Theorem 4.8.1. 
COROLLARY 4.8.5. Let 0 <p < 2 and put E = 2/p - 1. Let 9* be the 
transpose of the Fourier transform map 9 from W’(G/K) onto z(K/M x 5’). 
Then (9*)-l is a topological isomorphism from W(G/K)’ onto 5(K/M x 5’)‘. 
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the fact that 9 is a topological 
isomorphism. 
APPENDIX 
We state two elementary lemmas in analysis. 
Let V (resp. IV) be a real (resp. complex) finite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
Then V, becomes a complex Hilbert space in a natural fashion. The norms and 
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inner products in V, and W are denoted / . / y , 1 . 1 w, and (., .)V, (., .)w , 
respectively. For any endomorphism ‘p of W, 1 v 1 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm. Any z E V, can be written as x + (-l)lj2y, X, y E V; we write x = Re z, 
y = Im z. Let S(VJ be the symmetric algebra over V, . As usual, 
each element of Ire can be considered a holomorphic differential operator on 
holomorphic function defined on open subsets of V, ; for u E S( V,), the cor- 
responding operator is written by a(u). If Vi is an R-linear subspace of V, with 
dimnlr, < dimcVc , then for any u E S(V,,), a(u) may be regarded as a dif- 
ferential operator acting on Cm functions defined on open subsets of Vi . 
If U is any subset of V, the set T(U) = U + (- 1)1/2V is called the tube based 
on U. Let U be an open subset of V. We then define zu( W) to be the space of 
all functions F with values in W defined and holomorphic on T(U) such that 
for any open set Ui E U and 1 EZ+ , 
here U, C 7J means that Cl(U,) is compact and contained in U. Then, by 
Cauchy’s formula, we have a(u)F E Pu( W) if u E S(VJ and FE d;pLI(W). The 
space 9u( W) is defined as the set of all functions F defined and holomorphic 
on T(U) such that for any open set U, C U, there is an 1 E Z, such that 
then we have that a(u)F E 6pt’( W) if u E S( V,) and FE Pu( W). When W = C, 
we simply write gU(C) = PU and JP(C) = 9u. Then we have easily 
6prJPu( W) C 9t,( W). The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA I. Let U be an open set of V, FE Y;(W). Then 
g(x) = j/b + (- lY2 Y> dr 
is an absolutely convergent integral for all x E U, and g is constant on each connected 
component of U (here dy is a Lebesgue measure on V). 
LEMMA 2. Let U be as above, and let F be a function defined and holomorphic 
~1 T(U) with values in W. Let AjO (1 < j < I) be complex linear functions on V, 
which take yea2 values on V. Let Ai be defined Aj(z) = Ajo + aj (z E V,), 
aj being constants (1 < j < 2). Assume that Ai f 0 for all j and let A = A, .*a A, . 
If AF E Zu( W) (resp. 2P(W)), then F E 2&(W) (resp. Zp”( W)). 
We omit the proof (cf. [13a, Lemma 4 in Appendix]). 
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